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At the Keller Center Tiger Challenge Design Studio, teams use design thinking—a human-centered, creative approach—to partner with
communities to address societal issues. From left, Bethwel Kiplimo ’21, Shriya Sekhsaria ’18, Arianna Brown ’18, Emily Hilliard-Arce ’20,
Entrepreneurial Program Manager Rafe Steinhauer ’07, and Ashlyn Pradhan Lackey ’18

INNOVATION + PLANNING =

IMPACT
Undergraduates
Harold Drucker ’47
Hale V. D. Bradt ’52
Richard H. Schulze ’54
James M. Wintersteen ’54
Wesley Wayne Lake Jr. ’59
Alan H. Morris ’59
Belden A. Frease ’60
Robert B. Herbert Jr. ’64
Edward R. Murphy ’64
Richard H. Missner ’65
Donald D. Niemann ’65

These new members of the 1746 Society,
who have created trusts, bequest intentions,
and other long-range gifts, help move
Princeton’s mission forward.

Thank you!

Carl G. Wagner ’65
Robert B. McGinley ’66
William Sisley ’66
Charles Kent Garner ’68
R. Frank Dalton Jr. ’69
G. Michael Schmidt ’70
Joan Wunderlich Howard ’73
Julia L. O’Brien ’73
W. Lawrence McKeithan ’74
David A. Lightman ’75
Donald Paul Grasso ’76
Kevin A. J. Materna ’76

New members for calendar year 2017; Princeton University also gratefully
acknowledges 1746 Society members who passed away in 2017.
For a list of their names, see giving.princeton.edu/1746-society

Christopher Ritrievi ’79
Scot-Karl Eisenfelder ’86
Howard N. Stolar ’86
Navin Thukkaram ’97

Graduate School
Robert W. Hansen *75
Anonymous

Friends
E. Wilson Jones
Anonymous

For more information, contact the Office of Gift Planning:
609.258.6318 or 1746soc@princeton.edu
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Increasing Access Across the Country

Denise App l ewh i te

his February, I attended the second Presidential
Summit of the American Talent Initiative (ATI),
a national effort to expand college access and
opportunity for talented low- and moderateincome students. ATI aims to attract, enroll, and graduate an
additional 50,000 lower-income students by 2025.
Recognizing that no institution can accomplish this goal
alone, ATI intends to engage as many members as possible
among the 290 U.S. colleges and universities that consistently
graduate at least 70 percent of their students within six years.
ATI focuses on colleges with high graduation rates because the
degree is the difference maker: students who obtain degrees
get better jobs and have more opportunities. Institutions with
strong graduation rates give high-achieving, low-income
students the best shot at success and social mobility.

Teaching a seminar on constitutional interpretation at Princeton’s
Freshman Scholars Institute.

By forming a coalition, ATI hopes to increase accountability,
exchange best practices, and generate momentum to make
college access a presidential priority at colleges and universities
nationwide. The ATI model recognizes that different
institutions will make progress in different ways, ways that
may include improving recruitment, strengthening financial
aid, or eliminating gaps in graduation rates.
Princeton’s efforts to increase socioeconomic diversity and
enable students from all backgrounds to thrive on our campus
address four key steps along the pathway to, through, and
beyond the University. First, we have improved outreach
to prospective low-income students. For example, we now
tailor our mailings and materials to appeal more effectively to
low-income students. We have also expanded our support for
pre-matriculation programs such as Leadership Enterprise
for a Diverse America (LEDA), the Princeton University
Preparatory Program, and the Princeton Summer Journalism
Program. These programs help prepare talented, lowincome high school students to pursue a college education at
outstanding schools across the country. Many of our peers rely
on these programs sited at Princeton as a pipeline of talent.
Second, the Office of Admission has strengthened its
ability to identify talented scholars from all backgrounds who
will succeed at Princeton once they apply. These efforts have
benefited from expanded partnerships with national programs,

such as QuestBridge, that help to match students from lowincome families with colleges where they can flourish.
Third, we have looked for ways to yield more of the lowincome students whom we admit. For example, we defray
the expenses of students who could otherwise not afford to
participate in Princeton Preview, our program for admitted
students. When admitted students visit campus, we can do
a better job communicating to them about the education we
offer, the communities that would embrace them, and the
financial support we provide—including the no-loan, all-grant
financial aid program that makes us one of the most affordable
colleges in the world.
These efforts have made a dramatic difference. Over the
last decade, we have nearly doubled the number of students
in the entering class who are Pell-grant recipients or firstgeneration college students. Taken together, these students
make up 29 percent of this year’s freshman class. Expanding
the undergraduate student body by 125 students per class
will increase our capacity to build on this progress.
Finally, we have taken meaningful steps to enhance the
resources that support student success. The Freshman
Scholars Institute (FSI) is a seven-week summer program
for talented incoming first-year students who have not had
access to the same kinds of opportunities that others have
enjoyed. It provides an on-ramp to Princeton’s intellectual
culture through seminars, labs, and co-curricular experiences.
The Scholars Institute Fellows Program (SIFP) complements
FSI by offering low-income and first-generation students
mentorship, leadership opportunities, and scholarly community
throughout their time at Princeton.
The quality of these initiatives has attracted national
attention in The New York Times, The Washington Post, and
The Chronicle of Higher Education. Associate Dean of the
College Khristina Gonzalez and Nimisha Barton, the associate
director of FSI and programs for access and inclusion, were
recently featured in—of all places—Harvard Magazine, which
told Harvard alumni that “Princeton, of late, has focused its
energy and resources on an unequaled scale, bringing every
element of programs for first-generation and low-income
students’ success into an integrated whole, with thoughtful
preparation for their academic, co-curricular, and social lives
on campus.”
As we look toward the future, we seek both to continue
our progress on Princeton’s campus and to collaborate with
other institutions leading the effort to increase college access
and social mobility. That is why Princeton was among the
30 founding members of ATI, and why I’m proud to be one of
the five college presidents serving on its steering committee.
When I speak about this topic around the country, I find
it especially meaningful to share the stories of excellence and
resilience exemplified by our low-income and first-generation
students. Unleashing their talents through access to a
transformative college education benefits not only Princeton,
but the future of our country and the world.
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YOUR VIEWS

THE HONOR SYSTEM

LIVES LIVED AND LOST

Inbox
TO OUR READERS
Every story at paw.princeton.edu
offers the chance to comment, and
our new online form makes sharing
your views even easier than before.
Look for the “Send a Response
to Inbox” buttons at the top and
bottom of every story page.
HONOR THE HONOR CODE
I find it saddening to have read that the
University is considering weakening
the penalties for violation of the Honor
Code (On the Campus, Feb. 7). Living
in a society where absolute standards
are giving way to moral relativism in all
spheres, I appreciate Dean Jill Dolan’s
statements regarding her concerns about
fundamentally altering the University’s
disciplinary penalties. At the same
time, I find the comments of students
Flanigan and Herskind disrespectful of
the administration and the Honor Code.
I always felt it a privilege to conclude
each and every examination at Princeton
by writing, “I pledge my honor as a
gentleman that during this examination
I have neither given nor received
assistance.” I do hope that the Honor
Code and penalties for violation will
remain unchanged in a changing (not
always for the better) world. I fail to see
how weakening the Code could possibly
be a good or honorable change.
Frederick G. Brown ’63
Ormond Beach, Fla.
I interview applicants and always
discuss the Honor Code, still reciting it

David Kelly Crow

PAW TRACKS
IN GOOD COMPANY: Scott McVay
’55 has written a memoir, Surprise
Encounters, featuring vignettes
drawn from decades working at
universities and foundations and in
the sciences. In a recent interview,
he shared stories about his many
ties to Princeton. Listen to McVay’s
memories at paw.princeton.edu.
paw.princeton.edu

A CLAPPER TALE

FROM PAW’S PAGES: 04/11/1972

from memory after 43 years. I note the
importance of exams, their length, their
stress, the ability of students to get up
and walk out without permission (there
being no proctors), the tension, the
silence as no one wants to be accused
and no one wants to have to report
someone else. I honor the Honor Code.
I then talk about how into the tension
sometimes comes the counterbalance:
“Without warning my fellow student
stood upon his desk, ripped his exam into
pieces, and screamed gibberish about the
prof as two fellows in white coats burst
into the room, carrying a stretcher and a
straitjacket.” Or the time the custodians
were banging metal trash cans outside
the exam door, only to have the doors
burst open and two fencers battle up
the stairs, across the balcony, down
the stairs, across the stage and out the
doors, to a standing ovation from the
amazed audience.
I also note that papers need to be
signed with the same oath and how
plagiarism becomes scholarship by
the use of quotes and footnotes, a
lesson that few high schoolers really
understand. I did not know the “death”
penalty had been altered to one year;
it’s probably good to have the option.
Less than that requires extreme
circumstances in my view. I was the
person who had champagne delivered
during an econ exam in ’74, but that’s
another story. Any other exam memories
would be appreciated.
Rich Seitz ’75
Manahawkin, N.J.
Scott McVay ’55

I recall having to appear as a witness in a
student’s hearing, apparently for copying
off another’s paper. It was conducted
with great seriousness, and a lot of
respect was given to those who testified.
I remember feeling that I was a part of
a great system that had been devised
by very enlightened persons — a system
whereby students were examined by
other students whose recommendations
were binding to the authorities.
I interview applicants to Princeton
from Bangladesh as an ASC volunteer.
The climate of the examination rooms in
this country is so dramatically different
that when I explain the Honor Code to
these students they are totally amazed, if
not perplexed.
Syed Hamde Ali ’62
Dhaka, Bangladesh
PLANNING THE CAMPUS
We read that Princeton’s new campus
plan (University supplement, mailed
with the Feb. 7 issue) has been “multidimensional,” that it “develops a
mission-centered vision,” and that
it seeks “a climate that encourages
thoughtful and creative approaches
to sustainability.” That’s undoubtedly
reassuring to people who know what
those words mean. The rest of us,
especially those who fell in love with
Princeton because it was a small and
beautiful place, may not relish the
prospect of an enormously expanded
university — one with multiple
campuses, “campus connectors,”
hundreds more students, and new
continued on page 5
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Stealing the Clapper: Nine Strikeouts —
But the 10th Time Was a Different Story
During Freshman Week in 1968, I tried no fewer than 10 times to
steal the clapper from the Nassau Hall bell tower. By my ninth
failure, the proctors and I were on a first-name basis.
My first effort involved my taking a guitar-case worth of tools
to Nassau Hall. The proctors promptly confiscated them. Most of
my subsequent efforts ended similarly, with the proctors catching
me in the process of “breaking and entering” Nassau Hall.
Eventually, however, I was able to evade the proctors long
enough to actually enter the building — only to find that the
bell tower was locked. So I did what any creative Princetonian
would do.
I jimmied the lock to the janitor’s closet and was about to use
the only key on the janitor’s keychain to unlock the bell tower door
— when the proctors caught me yet again. Just before being captured, however, I
pocketed the key for future use.
Once released from the custody of the proctors’ office, I took the key to a local
locksmith and asked him to reproduce it for me. For some reason, he was deterred
by the words on the key:
DO NOT REPRODUCE
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
He was not persuaded even by my impromptu lame explanation that the
message meant merely that no one was to reproduce Princeton University.
Undeterred, I returned to the scene of the crime, now for the ninth time.
I broke and entered yet again. I tried to unlock the bell-tower door with the
purloined key. It was the wrong key.
Again undeterred, I entered the office of someone whose window was closest to
the portion of the roof nearest the tower. I opened the window and was ready to
grab onto the gutter and pull myself up to the roof. Then I realized that there was
in fact no gutter to grab onto. In fact, the closest one would require a 10-foot jump
from a third-floor window. I did not jump. Following a string of profanities that
would make a sailor blush, I scurried downstairs and out the first-floor window
through which I had entered.
I was ready to give up. But then I ran across a group of eight or so other
freshmen who were also trying to steal the clapper. Collectively, they had
assembled a set of tools and had among them one person with climbing
experience. But they were lacking access to the building and the roof. These I
could provide. So we all agreed that we would pool our knowledge and tools to get
the one climber to the bell tower and that, were he successful, we would all share
in the glory of being clapper stealers.
We succeeded in getting him into the building, up to the third floor, onto the
roof (though I don’t recall how he did it), and into the bell tower — all without
apprehension by the proctors. We were ecstatic, as I’m sure he was. Then he
pulled out his tools, only to find that he had the wrong-sized wrench to remove the
clapper. So he did what any creative Princetonian would do — he disassembled the
bell-ringing mechanism.
Once back on terra firma, he distributed to each of us a memento of our
collective triumph: a screw from the bell-ringing mechanism. The screw is now
mounted in transparent plastic and serves as a paperweight on my desk, as it has
for the last half-century.
I was thus able to duplicate, at least in some minor respect, my father’s
accomplishment in 1939 — stealing the actual clapper. Crime runs in the family.
Roland Frye ’72
Alexandria, Va.
Editor’s note: See page 22 for an entertaining look back at Princeton’s most
famous undergraduate caper — the tale of Joseph D. Oznot ’68.
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continued from page 3
residential colleges. The country has
plenty of sprawling universities already.
Benjamin Plotinsky ’99
Washington, D.C.
The proposed campus plan indicates a
serious lack of concern for handicapped
access. The proposed site for engineering
and environmental studies eliminates
the closest, and only usable, handicapped
parking spaces to the stadium and
homecoming activities at Fine Plaza.
The longer-term plan eliminates the lot
adjacent to Jadwin and appears to provide
no parking north of the lake and east of
Washington Road. Given that some of us
older alumni are, or have spouses who are,
mobility-impaired, the proposed plans
will make it difficult if not impossible for
us to attend athletic events.
Stanley Kalemaris ’64
Melville, N.Y.
Editor’s note: University Architect Ron
McCoy *80 responded that parking for
athletics events “will be sensitive to the
needs of the mobility-impaired and in
keeping with accessibility standards.”
Diagrams in the campus plan at this stage
should not be seen as a blueprint, he said.
I studied with interest the recent campusplan supplement. From the point of view
of the University, the development of the
land beyond Lake Carnegie seems very
sensible. I missed, however, any nod to
the regional context. For instance, how
much will the urbanization of this strip
diminish the open space resources of the
Route 1 corridor? It will certainly have
the effect of fusing the University firmly
into the enveloping urban mass. I would
like to see this impact discussed.
I have often wondered whether
Princeton has ever made an attempt to
bring its prestige and expertise to bear
on larger planning issues in its part of
New Jersey. Could its influence in any
way have mitigated the unimaginative,
auto-centric, and indeed suffocatingly
boring development style that was
applied as this former semi-rural gap in
the Northeastern urban corridor was
filled? Could Princeton have catalyzed
a movement to maintain something of
continued on page 9
paw.princeton.edu
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For results that resonate, change the equation.
Partner with Glenmede, an independent, privately-owned trust company
offering investment and wealth management services. Founded in 1956 by
the Pew family to manage their charitable assets, we provide customized
solutions for families, endowments and foundations. To learn how our
culture of innovation and experienced thinking can help you make your
unique imprint on the future, contact Michael S. Schiff at 609-430-3112 or
mike.schiff@glenmede.com.

Glenmede’s services are best suited to those with $5 million or more to invest.
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Calling All
Princeton Authors!

Reach 99,000 readers by advertising
your book in the Princeton Bookshelf,
PAW’s Summer Guide to Princeton
Authors. Join fellow alumni and faculty
authors in promoting your book.

Cover dates: June 6 & July 11
Space deadlines: April 24 & May 22
Book cover & ad copy due: May 1 & June 5
Contact Colleen Finnegan
cfinnega@princeton.edu • 609-258-4886

REAL ESTATE, L.L.C.
32 Chambers St.
Princeton, NJ 08542
Princeton University buyers
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800-763-1416
609-924-1416
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Play It Smart This Summer

Developing talent in gifted students
and those who work with them

Summer P
A Guide to
Summer Programs
and Camps

Summer Academy at Vanderbilt for the Young
A day program for academically advanced elementary and
middle school students, SAVY offers accelerated courses
led by Vanderbilt professors, master teachers, and graduate
students.

Summer Programs

Discover your talents!
at PRINCETON DAY SCHOOL

Vanderbilt Summer Academy

A residential academic experience that provides qualifying
middle and high school students a taste of college life. VSA
students take accelerated courses while living and learning
within a supportive campus environment.

Full-day and half-day
programs for campers from
PreK through high school.

Register Now!

www.pds.org/summer-programs
summerprograms@pds.org

609.279.2700

Currently accepting applications.
To learn more: 615.322.8261 or pty.vanderbilt.edu
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Experience College This Summer
Students in Grades 7-12 Prepare for College Success with:
n

Challenging Ivy League Academics

n

The Independence of College Life

n

Exceptional Students from Around the World
300+ Credit and NonCredit Course Options
Online Courses
Liberal and Creative Arts

Location-Based Programs
Leadership
STEM Programs
Also Available: Sports Camps

www.brown.edu/precollege
“I enjoyed learning with other talented students
and being part of the Smith House community.
It was a real college experience.”
—2017 writing workshop participant

Summer Science and Engineering Program July 8–August 4
Young Women’s Writing Workshop July 8–21
College Admission Workshop July 22–28
Field Studies for Sustainable Futures July 22–August 4
Hidden Lives: Discovering Women’s History July 22–August 4

SUMMER AT SMITH

Precollege programs for exceptional young women
entering grades 9 through 12 in fall 2018

Smith Summer Precollege Programs
Individual. Global. Exceptional.
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spaces fill up quick, register today!

WHALE
CAMP

• Observe whales, porpoises, puffins, seals,
and a variety of other marine life up-close in
their natural habitat. explOre a unique
island ecosystem and make connections that
will last a life time!
• Hands-On prOgrams in marine science,
oceanography, and whale research on beautiful
Grand Manan Island in the Bay of Fundy.
• College credit program and $40,000 college
scholarships available for high school students.

For more information & free brochure, please visit: www.whalecamp.com

Great
summer
experiences
to be had!

Have an AIO Summer!

Find out more, visit:
Acadia • www.acadiainstitute.com
Brown • www.brown.edu/precollege
HEC Paris • www.hec.edu/summer-school

Acadia Institute
of Oceanography
Hands-on ocean science
curriculum on the coast of
Downeast Maine.
Professional Educators
College Credit Available
www.acadiainstitute.com
800-375-0058

Ohana • www.ohanacamp.org
Princeton Day School • www.pds.org/summer-programs
Smith College • www.smith.edu/summer
Whale Camp • www.whalecamp.com
Vanderbilt • www.pty.vanderbilt.edu

44 Years of Summer Learning
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June & July 2018
• Geopolitics, Globalization
and Business Strategy
• The Future of Energy
• Entrepreneurship:
The Start-Up Studio
• Fashion Management
• Inclusive and Social
Business Strategies
• International Finance
TOP-RANKED BUSINESS SCHOOL
IN EUROPE

JOIN US FOR OUR INNOVATIVE

SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Cutting-edge 2-week intensive summer
programs for university-level students or
recent graduates (from any discipline)
seeking an academic challenge and
multi-cultural learning experience.

Contact: summerschool@hec.fr

www.hec.edu/summer-school

• Investment Banking and
International Corporate
Finance
• Luxury Management
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Marketing for the Era of
Digital Transformation

“The outstanding quality of the
professors and the education
received throughout the
program is remarkable.”
– Princeton participant

Create lifetime memories for your family this
summer on peaceful Lake Fairlee in Vermont.
Cozy cabins with fireplaces. Farm-fresh meals.
Swimming, sailing, canoeing, kayaking,
fishing, hiking, biking, tennis,
crafts, and more. Delighting
generations of families since
1905. Imagine your
family right here.

Executive Director Chris Overtree,
Princeton Class of 1996
www.OhanaCamp.org
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a greenbelt here? I would love to hear
more about any thinking along these
lines that may have occurred.
John Hart ’70
San Rafael, Calif.
‘LIVES LIVED AND LOST’
Your tribute to
Hugh Hardy ’54
*56 (“Lives
Lived and Lost,”
Feb. 7), including
the whimsical
cover photo,
left, captured
Hugh’s brilliance
but overlooked
his work on the stages of Murray
and McCarter, where he designed
productions of Theatre Intime and
Triangle, as well as the summer
University Players of 1953, led by his
comparably brilliant stagemate, Chiz
Schultz ’54. I was privileged to help build
many of Hugh’s stage sets and remember
those long hours, stretching sometimes
to dawn, as some of the best times
I spent at Princeton, occasionally when
Hugh, after a Triangle rehearsal, would
sit at the piano and give a plausible
rendition of Noel Coward.
Touring with Triangle’s 1952 show,
Ham ’n Legs, one of the four union
stagehands who traveled on the train with
us remarked that he had toured with the
Metropolitan Opera and Broadway shows
and that we had more stage settings and
equipment than the touring company of
Oklahoma!. It was all designed by Hugh
to be carried in a balloon-top boxcar
in one-night stands from Princeton to
Chicago and cities in between.
Back in Murray and McCarter, Hugh
nurtured the theatrical gift that later
suffused his architecture.
Charles (Robb) Robideau ’55
Midlothian, Va.
Thor Thorington ’59 did his seniorthesis work under the mentorship of
my graduate adviser, the late Professor
Gerhard Fankhauser, and we saw a lot
of each other during that year. He was
the most brilliant young person I’ve ever
met (I spent 50 years on the faculty of
the Virginia Commonwealth University

2/26/2018 12:30:17 PM
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Thor
Thorington
Jr. ’59

Medical School, so I’ve known a lot of
young people) and was called “Mag
Thor” (Magnificent Thorington) by the
other students in Fankhauser’s merrie
bande. Everyone who knew him is better
for it, and learning of his passing saddens
me greatly.
Steven Price *61
Oilville, Va.
IF CASH BAIL ENDS ...
Ted Callon ’17 and Maia Jachimowicz
*08 seek an end to the cash bail system
(Princetonians, Feb. 7). With what do
they propose replacing it? How will

NATIONAL CHAMPION
Most of the members of the Class of 1947
were born in 1925. For my 92nd birthday,
I was given a booklet, “1925: Remember
When ... A Nostalgic Look Back in Time”
and was pleased to note that Princeton
was designated “NCAA Basketball
Champion” — which, I learned, was the
only time Princeton had been awarded
that honor. Before notifying PAW of that
historically interesting fact, I checked
and found that NCAA basketball
champions only started to be designated
in 1939, so I then checked Princeton’s
sports history and learned that the 1925
team had a record of 21–2, which made
it the nominal national champion;
however, at a later date, the NCAA
retroactively designated Princeton as
the national NCAA champion in 1925.

Princeton’s basketball records since that
time have been commendable for an Ivy
League team, but only really shone on
the national scene in the Bill Bradley ’65
years of 1963–1965.
Bruce L. Douglas ’47
Riverwoods, Ill.

WE’D LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Email: paw@princeton.edu
Mail: PAW, 194 Nassau St.,
Suite 38, Princeton, NJ 08542
PAW Online: Comment on a story
at paw.princeton.edu
Phone: 609-258-4885
Fax: 609-258-2247
Letters should not exceed 250 words
and may be edited for length, accuracy,
clarity, and civility. Due to space
limitations, we are unable to publish
all letters received in the print
magazine. Letters, articles, photos,
and comments submitted to PAW
may be published in print, electronic,
or other forms.

Building the Princeton innovation ecosystem
PRINCETON

on
the

PACIFIC COAST

April 16-19, 2018, San Jose, California

Co-hosted by Princeton University and Cisco

is now open for Princeton and New Jersey startups,
located at the Forrestal Center. To apply for space
and to learn more, visit princetonbiolabs.com

ALUMNI ENTREPRENEURS FUND
A Princeton Entrepreneurship Council Program

Research

Corporate Engagement &
Foundation Relations

TIGER
TALKS
ON THE ROAD
UIDP 26 and TigerTalks on the Road
are among an array of Princeton
University events to be held on the
West Coast in April.

LEARN MORE AT CEFR.PRINCETON.EDU

Your company may be eligible for an investment of $100,000.
Visit entrepreneurs.princeton.edu/aef for more information.

Caroline M. Thorington

society ensure that the accused return for
trial? Would GPS anklets for all pretrial
defendants be logistically viable?
Emil M. Friedman *73
Hillside, N.J.
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DREAMERS SPEAK OUT

LACROSSE’S UNSUNG HERO

On the Campus

Blair Tower gleams in the sun on
a crisp winter’s day in this view
along 36 University Place.
Photograph by Ricardo Barros

paw.princeton.edu
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Classroom Clash

Professor’s words in hate-speech course
stir student walkout, campus controversy

A

campus debate erupted over the “The conversations and
limits of acceptable classroom
disagreements that took
speech when a veteran
place in the seminar led
professor’s use of a racial slur in a class on
by Professor Rosen …
hate speech prompted some students to
are part of the vigorous
walk out and the course to subsequently
engagement and robust
be canceled by the professor.
debate that are central
During the first meeting of the
anthropology course “Cultural
to what we do.”
Freedoms — Hate Speech, Blasphemy,
— University statement
and Pornography,” taught by professor
emeritus Lawrence Rosen, a small
number of students walked out of the
classroom following Rosen’s use of the
N-word in a question about cultural
taboos: “What is worse, a white man
punching a black man, or a white man
calling a black man a n****r?” Among
the class of 65, about eight were black
students, according to Destiny Salter ’20,
one of the students.
Students challenged the use of the
Professor Lawrence Rosen
term by Rosen, who used the word three
canceled the course because he felt
times during the class, according to The
he couldn’t get it “back on track,”
the department chair said.
Daily Princetonian. At one point a student
who had walked out returned to the
to recognize their emotional response
classroom and confronted the professor,
to cultural symbols,” and said he had
using an expletive, before walking out
used the same example in past courses
again. Some students demanded that
without prompting the type of response
Rosen apologize; he did not, and said he
that resulted this year. She said Rosen’s
used the word because it “was supposed
decision to cancel the course was his
to deliver a gut punch,” the Prince said.
alone, and that he made it because he
In the wake of the incident, the
University issued a statement saying that felt he “couldn’t get the course back
on track.”
“the conversations and disagreements
Rosen, who did not respond to PAW’s
that took place in the seminar led by
Professor Rosen ... are part of the vigorous request for comment, is completing
a 40-year career at Princeton, having
engagement and robust debate that are
won awards for his teaching and having
central to what we do” and that it would
received one of the first MacArthur
look for ways to encourage discussions
Fellow grants. He has often been
about free speech and inclusivity with
identified with progressive movements,
the class and the campus community.
Rouse said.
Before the class could meet for a second
News of the course cancellation came
time, however, Rosen sent an email to
just hours before the February CPUC
students canceling the course.
meeting, where President Eisgruber ’83
Anthropology department chair
expressed support for Rosen on grounds
Carolyn Rouse, who defended Rosen
of academic freedom. “I respect the
in a letter to the Prince, said he had
pedagogical decision he made, although
“started the class by breaking a number
I also appreciate it’s a controversial one,”
of taboos in order to get the students
12 P r i n c e t o n a l u m n i w e e k ly March 21, 2018

Eisgruber said. “You’ve got to have the
freedom to speak up or to say things that
may be upsetting to people ... but we also
provide the support so that if people are
going into those arguments, that they
actually feel able to speak up.” Diversity
and inclusion do not compete with
free speech, he said — rather, they are
complementary values.
The anthropology department will
make course syllabi clearer on what
students should expect, according to
Rouse. “In the past, there was much
more homogeneity in the academy and
the sense that everyone was coming from
the same point of view and perspective,”
she said. But as universities have become
more diverse, she said, “we can’t make
presumptions that our students know
where we’re coming from.”
Politics professor Keith Whittington,
author of a new book on why universities
must defend free speech (see the March
7 issue of PAW), said that among the
faculty, “Everyone understands these
are risky and difficult classes.” He said
professors should try to explain “why it is
you do these things, what you’re trying to
accomplish in a class like that, and what
the difficulties are.” Trying to craft rules
saying “you can’t do that” could hamper
the ability of faculty to teach and of
students to learn, he said, but “you also
should be listening to students to hear
what their concerns are.”
Salter said she had joined the class
“knowing we would be discussing
controversial issues, expecting some
conversation about the use of the N-word
to come up. My problem was I don’t think
you need to use hate speech in order to
discuss it in a productive way.”
During a Feb. 21 Whig-Clio event,
students debated whether Rosen ought
to have used the word in the classroom.
After the debate, students voted 34–11
that the professor should not have used
the term. College Pulse, an unscientific
online survey platform, asked Ivy
League students about their views on the
incident. Of the 400 Princeton students
who took the survey, 39 percent were
sympathetic to Rosen, 35 percent were
sympathetic to the students who walked
out, and the remainder were not sure
or not familiar with the incident. By
Francesca Billington ’19

Nick Donnoli/Office of Communications
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DACA recipients, from left: Soraya
Morales Nuñez ’18, María Perales
Sánchez ’18, and Joel Martinez GS
Q&A: THREE PRINCETON DREAMERS

Journeys of Hardship and Hope:
DACA Students Share Their Stories
As Congress debated the future of
immigration reform and the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program last month, PAW sat down with
three of the 15 DACA recipients, also
known as Dreamers, who are enrolled at
Princeton. Here are their stories.

Photos: Ethan Sterenfeld ’20

SORAYA MORALES
NUÑEZ ’18
Grand Junction, Colo.
A politics major
pursuing a certificate in
Latin American studies;
her family came to the U.S. in 1999 to
escape the violence in Juarez, Mexico.
What’s your family like?
It’s me and three brothers: two older
and one younger. My mom worked
multiple minimum-wage jobs. She
didn’t finish middle school in Mexico,
so she didn’t have the credentials to
pursue a higher profession. She worked
all the time. I was with my grandma a
lot growing up. My mom really valued
education. Because of her, [my siblings
and I] were able to go to college. And
paw.princeton.edu

we’re the only people within our family
who have pursued higher education.
How has DACA helped you?
The executive order came at a very
pivotal moment in my life — I was about
to turn 16. My mom had gotten sick a few
years before — she was diagnosed with
cancer in 2008, and she wasn’t able to
work afterward.
That was really scary. And then when
DACA was announced, I was able to get a
job and help provide for my family. With
DACA I got a Social Security number and
an employment-authorization card, and
I began working at the public library.
What was it like when you were
accepted to Princeton?
I was in shock. I couldn’t believe I got
into Princeton. It made me realize that
there are people out there who don’t
know me but who believe in me and see
me as much more than an immigrant.
They see my potential as a human.
What are your hopes and fears?
It’s hard to not be skeptical. Because

politicians say, “Oh, we care about the
Dreamers,” but sometimes it feels like
we’re just another item on their political
agenda. There may be a bill passed that
is somewhat helpful, but I think that for
actual sweeping immigration reform to
happen, it’s going to take someone from
my generation to come into office.
Your dreams for the future?
I want to go to law school. I’ll be
working as a project analyst at a law
firm in Boston for two years, and
then the plan is to apply to law school.
I think a joint MPA/JD program would
be neat. In the long term, I either want
to practice civil-rights law or work in
some capacity in U.S.-Mexico relations —
maybe even go back to Mexico and
work there.
What should people know about you?
I’ve been thinking a lot about the
kind of legacy that I want to leave at
Princeton. Alumni really care about
Princeton — many of them found a
home here. And I want people to know
that I found that same home here. I
look forward to also contributing to
this community long after I leave in
a lot of the same ways that they have,
maybe sitting on the board of trustees or
donating in some capacity.
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What was it like growing up in
the U.S.?
I really enjoyed being able to go to
school. I remember being confronted
with discrimination in fourth grade and
realizing that a lot of the teachers saw
me differently. I was in ESL, and they
expected our class to be the one that
created trouble and did not perform well.
That really affected me.
When did you realize that you
wanted to go to Princeton?
I dreamed that Princeton was going to be
my school after I read about Princeton’s
motto, “Princeton in the nation’s service
and the service of all nations,” and
I really connected with that motto.
What was it like for your family
when you were admitted?
My dad didn’t really know what it
entailed at first. But then we went to
a scholarship dinner, and we were
sitting at a table with the donors of
the scholarship, and my dad had done
flooring work for the donors, so they had
already met. And for my dad to be sitting
at the same table, with the same standing
as someone who had been his boss —
that was an amazing moment for him.
What are your hopes and fears?
I hope that there’s a permanent solution
this year for immigrants. You never
feel fully safe if your family isn’t safe.
Citizenship made for [Dreamers] isn’t
going to take away the fact that you’re
worried about your family members
being deported.
Your dreams for the future?
I’m in the process of pursuing law
school. First I’d like to be an immigration
lawyer, providing direct services for a
nonprofit. And then I want to go into

“Alumni really care about
Princeton — many of
them found a home here.
And I want people to
know that I found that
same home here.”
— Soraya Morales Nuñez ’18
impact litigation, which is another form of
immigrant-rights litigation. Eventually,
I want to write policy memos and policy
papers regarding immigration.
JOEL MARTINEZ GS
Houston, Texas
A third-year Ph.D.
student in the psychology
department and the
Woodrow Wilson School;
Martinez and his mother moved to Texas
when he was 4. He did not learn about his
status until he was in high school.
What was it like when you learned
you were undocumented?
I grew up in a low-income — close to
poverty — household. It was kind of par
for the course, like “oh, well, another
thing to add on.” And in Houston,
I think, there’s a lot of communities that
are undocumented, or mixed citizenship,
with Hispanic/Latino families. People
will do whatever it takes to survive, and
that’s what I thought I was going to have
to do.
And this is a unique part of my story
— I’m gay, and when I was younger I met
the older gay crowd and one of them
took me under his wing. I considered
him my guardian. And he was the reason
I was even able to go to the University of
Texas, Austin, at all. He advocated for
me — if I needed financial aid, he would
call the financial-aid office and say, “You
need to give this boy money.”
How has DACA helped you?
Texas had a law that stated that
undocumented people — anyone, really
— could get in-state tuition as long as
they have a residence in Texas. And so
I was able to go to UT, Austin.
And then one week before I was going
to graduate, my guardian passed away.
He was the only way I was able to afford
living in Austin because he would send
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me an allowance. And so aside from
having to grieve that, there was also the
issue of “now I have no means of living.”
That was in May 2013, and then DACA
[took effect] in June or July. I applied for
it, and I basically got my ability to work.
So I was able to stay in Austin as a lab
manager and support myself. The job
was at UT, and it was in a neuroimaging
lab with children, and I think that’s a big
part of what got me [to Princeton].
What obstacles have you faced as a
low-income student at Princeton?
When I first got here, it was surreal.
During my interview weekend as a
prospective student, there was a dinner.
All of the grad students and prospective
graduate students sat together, and the
only chair left was with the professors.
And so I had to sit at their table as a
prospective student. When you come
from a background like mine, they don’t
teach you how to act in these spaces.
For people who come from
backgrounds like mine, hardships are
taken as a given, and so we don’t talk
about them. But coming into spaces
like this, [hardships] are very prominent.
And so it was like, “Do I talk about
my undocumentedness?” It’s these
little decisions that you really have to
think about.
What are your hopes and fears?
My hope is that we can pass something
that legalizes undocumented people, but
in ways that don’t leave out other people.
Like if I try to support the Dreamer
narrative — the idea that there are these
excellent immigrants who should be here
because they contribute to our nation — if
I play into that, I’m leaving out people like
my mom who are just as hard-working,
but are not seen as legitimate because it’s
not prestigious. I don’t feel like I deserve
to be here any more than she does.
Your dreams for the future?
I’m doing a double Ph.D. in social policy.
I love research, but I also see academia
as not being activist enough. Can I use
my research and do something practical
with it that affects people’s lives? I don’t
know what kind of job that would be, but
if it doesn’t exist, I’ll forge it. Interviews
conducted and condensed by A.W.

Photos: Ethan Sterenfeld ’20

MARÍA PERALES
SÁNCHEZ ’18
Houston, Texas
A Woodrow Wilson
School major pursuing
certificates in Latin
American studies and Latino studies; her
father had been crossing the border to work
construction jobs since the 1980s. In 2004,
she and her sisters moved to the United States.

On the Campus
Cap and Gown president
Jade Williams ’18, right,
and Maya Phillips ’18 take a
break during homework in
the club’s library.

we have sushi, so when I saw that we
had sushi, I got really excited. I sat in the
old dining hall, which is generally where
people sit if they want to sit with fewer
people and do work. One of the officers
came up to me to discuss how bicker and
discussions would go that night.
Seminar I had Politics 488: “Secession,
the Civil War, and the Constitution.”
I now have the freedom to take classes
I’m interested in rather than just
prerequisites, and I’ve always been
interested in the Civil War. The
professor started off with an overview
of the main points in the class: the
politics of secession, the social
aspects of secession, and the legality
of secession.

A Day With ...

Jade Williams ’18: Eating-club president
mixes classes and hosting bickerees

Sameer A. Khan

J

ade Williams ’18 is a Woodrow
Wilson School concentrator and
the president of Cap and Gown
Club. We caught up with her on the first
Tuesday in February, which was the last
day of bicker. Later in the week, Cap
would welcome 103 new members, but
Williams was still meeting 267 bickerees
on Tuesday.

hierarchies are created among different
immigrant populations. I thought that
this class — “Visions of Paris” — would
help me get a greater understanding
of how Paris is structured because
it focuses on the historical aspects of
Paris, Parisian society, and how the city
was built based off of the people who
lived there.

Morning routine I had class at 11, so
I got up around 10. The breakfast is
earlier than that, so there wasn’t any
food left out, but normally I like to
grab a cup of tea before I go to class.
The night before, we had ended bicker
around 10:45, but then we had an officer
meeting, and I also wanted to do some
work, so I went to bed around 2 a.m.

Sushi I went back to Cap for lunch.
Our chef ’s name is Chef Greg, and the
officers work closely with him. We had a
meeting with him earlier in the semester
where I told him how much I like it when

French 317 I’m allocating part of my
thesis to the French certificate, which
includes a part in French, but I’m also
talking about immigrants in France
in general and how different social
paw.princeton.edu

“I love living in an
eating club because
basically everything
I need is right here: my
meals, my friends, my
room, and ... my classes
are generally just down
the street.”

Thesis I really wanted to work on
my thesis, but I ended up having to focus
on bicker and discussions that night.
The one thing I was able to do was to
mail a physical letter requesting the
data I needed with the signature of
my adviser, so I went to the post office
and mailed the documents to the office
in Paris.
Club living I met up with some friends
in the TV room, and then we played
some pool in the game room. Afterward,
I did need to send a couple of emails
and just catch up on some things, so
I worked in the library for a bit. I love
living in an eating club because basically
everything I need is right here: my
meals, my friends, my room, and — since
I’m a Woodrow Wilson School major —
my classes are generally just down the
street. Sometimes I don’t even realize
that I haven’t left the house during the
day because there are so many things
going on.
Dinner Dinner started at 6, and
normally I eat right at 6. It was really
good shepherd’s pie. I sat with my friends
for dinner. Since it was the second day of
classes, most people were talking about
their classes, what the professors were
like, and just what they had gone through
throughout the day.
Bicker Bicker started at 7:30. Bicker
all three days for Cap is essentially the
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Williams discusses the night’s bicker
schedule with club officers Jarryd
Osborne ’18, left, and Ify Ikpeazu ’18.

same: We have a mix of games and
interviews. The games are essentially
like icebreakers or games to get to
know someone, and that’s just a way to
have a non-serious conversation with
someone new. And then, when it comes
to interviews, those are more personal
questions, usually about why they
want to be in the club, what they do on
campus, but it’s just to get to know them
outside of talking to other people or in a
game. I was mostly helping with admin
and logistical stuff — signing bickerees
in, answering any questions they had,
making sure that games and interviews
were going well.
Candidate discussions I can’t
talk about discussions. Tuesday night,
we ended Wednesday morning at
around 6 or so. Since we have some
of the highest numbers of bickerees on
the Street — we had to discuss 267 people
— we try to split that up by night and
leave enough time at the end of the week
so we can get our information to the
Interclub Council. After the members
left, the officers cleaned up. Then we
had an officers meeting to discuss how
the next day’s discussions would go.
I got to sleep around 8 a.m. I slept for
three or four hours, and then I had
lunch. Edited and condensed by Anna
Mazarakis ’16

The University has
commissioned California artist
Walter Hood to create an
installation about the LEGACY
OF WOODROW WILSON 1879
that is expected to be installed
by fall 2019 on Scudder Plaza
next to Robertson Hall, home
of the Woodrow Wilson School.
Titled “Double Consciousness,”
the work is planned as two
columns, wrapped with
surfaces of black and white,
and etched with words
representing the “complex
aspects” of Wilson’s record,
the University said. A trustee
committee recommended in
2015 that a permanent marker
be installed “to educate the
campus community and others
about the positive and negative
dimensions of Wilson’s legacy.”
Architectural firm Deborah
Berke Partners will design
TWO RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES
proposed for a site south of Poe
Field. The project will be led by
firm partners Deborah Berke,
the dean of the Yale School of
Architecture, and Maitland
Jones ’87.
Campus groups for firstgeneration and low-income
students at Princeton and
11 other elite universities issued
a joint letter Feb. 14 asking
their schools to review the
impact of LEGACY-ADMISSION
POLICIES, arguing that ending
legacy preferences would give
more low-income and firstgeneration students a chance
to attend. Students in the
coalition said their next step is
to gauge support through votes

at several schools, including
Princeton. The admission rate
for alumni children at Princeton
has been about 30 percent for
the past five years, compared
with about 7 percent for all
applicants, the University told
The Associated Press.
Electrical engineering professor
Sergio Verdú was placed on
ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE
from the University before
the beginning of the spring
semester pending a review
into his conduct regarding
University policy on consensual
relationships with students.
After Verdú was found
responsible in June for violating
Princeton’s sexual-misconduct
policy by harassing one of his
advisees, further allegations
arose that Verdú had had
consensual relationships with
other graduate students in
recent years. At Princeton,
administrative leave is not a
disciplinary action.
IN
MEMORIAM:
Psychology
professor
emerita ANNE
TREISMAN
died Feb. 9 in
New York City.
She was 82. A
psychologist
who made major contributions
to the understanding of
attention and perception,
Treisman joined the faculty in
1993 and became emerita in
2010. Her work — which helped
explain how humans focus on
relevant auditory information
in noisy environments and
how they extract meaning
from complex visual scenes
— influenced generations of
scientists studying cognitive
psychology. In 2013, Treisman
received the National Medal of
Science. Two years later, a $10
million gift to Princeton created
the Daniel Kahneman and Anne
Treisman Center for Behavioral
Science and Public Policy.

From left: Sameer A. Khan; Hao-Hsiang You

The University received a
record 35,386 applications for
the CLASS OF 2022 — a 14
percent increase over the 31,056
applications submitted last year.
Princeton plans to enroll 1,295
graduating high school seniors
and 10 to 12 transfer students,
the first time transfers have
been admitted since 1990.
The deadline for transfer
applications was March 1.
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Sports / On the Campus
THE BIG THREE

1

AUGUST KILES ’18 won
his third consecutive
pole vault title at the
Ivy League Indoor
Heptagonal
Track and Field
Championships
Feb. 24, edging
Penn’s Sean Clarke
by clearing 5.3 meters
(17 feet, 4.5 inches) twice
in a jump-off. In seven Heps
championships, indoors
and outdoors, Kiles has won
the pole vault four times
and placed second in the
other three. The Tigers
won nine events at the
league’s indoor meet en
route to their fourth
straight team crown.

Injuries have kept Abby
Finkelston ’18 off the field,
but she remains a valued
member of the team.
WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Captain on the Sidelines

By giving back, and not giving up on her
sport, Finkelston ’18 inspires teammates

Photos: Beverly Schaefer

A

t a team meeting last May,
women’s lacrosse head coach
Chris Sailer delivered good
news to Abby Finkelston ’18: She’d
been selected to receive the Yeardley
Reynolds Love Unsung Hero Award, a
national honor for team leadership and
community service, created in memory
of a Virginia lacrosse player who was
murdered in 2010.
“Everyone just turned around
and faced me and started screaming
and smiling and hugging me,” said
Finkelston, a captain on this year’s team.
“It was an incredible feeling. ... I love
giving back to the community because
I really enjoy it. I live a really incredible
life and a lucky life. I want to give back to
others so others can have a life as happy
and lucky as mine.”
By some measures, Finkelston has

paw.princeton.edu

been anything but lucky. A serious car
accident stole her senior year of lacrosse
at Leonardtown (Md.) High School
and left her with neck pain and chronic
headaches that can overwhelm her.
“Unfortunately, exercise is the
thing that makes it the absolute worst,”
Finkelston said. “I went from right after
the accident, [when] I couldn’t even jog
two laps around the field without having
to actually lay down, to my freshman
year [when] I could play full games.”
Finkelston learned to live with
pain. She had 11 points in 13 games as
a freshman attacker for Princeton. She
started 15 games as a sophomore, but
injured her hip. The first surgery to
repair that injury failed, and cartilage
reconstruction cost her last season. This
year also is in doubt, but Finkelston
continued on page 18

2

JOANNA CURRY ’19
swam the secondfastest 200-yard
butterfly in
Princeton
women’s
swimming
history (1:57.25)
in the preliminary
round at the Ivy
League Championships
and then captured the
league title with a similarly
impressive swim (1:57.95)
in the event final Feb. 17.
Curry also placed third in
the 200-yard individual
medley and helped to set
a new school record in
the 800-yard freestyle
relay, in which Princeton
placed second.

3

RYAN KUFFNER ’19
scored his teamleading 25th goal in
the third period of
the men’s hockey
team’s 4–3 win
at St. Lawrence
Feb. 24. The
Tigers finished
the regular season
with a 13–12–4 record and
earned home ice for the
opening round of the ECAC
Hockey playoffs, a best-ofthree series against Brown
March 2–4.
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Eberhard L. Faber IV
Memorial Lecture

T.J. Clark

University of California, Berkeley

Velazquez, Aesop,
and War
April 9, 2018 ∙ 5:00 pm
101 McCormick Hall
Co-sponsored by the
Department of
Spanish and Portuguese

INCREASE AFFECTION
Created by
Winnifred Cutler,
Ph.D. in biology from
U. of Penn, post-doc
Stanford in behavioral
endocrinology. Codiscovered human
pheromones in 1986
(Time 12/1/86; and
Newsweek 1/12/87)

Author of 8 books on
wellness.

PROVEN EFFECTIVE IN 3
DOUBLE-BLIND STUDIES

Vial of 1/6 oz. added to 2-4 oz. of
your fragrance, worn daily lasts
4-6 months, or use it straight.
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Fragrance
Additives
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10:13 tm For Women $98.50

Cosmetics

Free U.S. Shipping

♥ Jean (OK) 17 orders “Athena 10:13 really works.
When I wear it, the man I am dating is much
more interested in me…more physical. Thank
you for inventing this. And I want to buy your
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remains a valued member of the team.
“She’s been through the wringer and
has faced a lot of adversity,” Sailer said.
“The fact that she was elected captain
without having played a minute of her
junior year reflects the high esteem
she’s held in and what a difference she
makes on the field or on the sidelines.
She’s really well-respected, and she’s a
fantastic leader.”
Finkelston is a longtime participant
in Best Buddies, a nonprofit that
pairs volunteers with people who
have intellectual and developmental
disabilities, and she is in her second year
serving on Princeton’s Student-Athlete
Service Council. In her sophomore
year, she founded the Wounded Tigers
Network, which connects and offers
support to previously or currently injured
Princeton athletes.
“It felt really nice to have that core
group of other athletes around who knew
what it was like to go through that,” she
said. “I definitely think going through my
accident helped prepare me mentally for
my hip.”
Finkelston has started running and
doing agility work with hopes of playing
this year.
“To not have to completely write
off this season is amazing,” Finkelston
said. “It gives me a lot of motivation
and hope.”
In the meantime, she is a de facto
coach for the Tigers. At practices,
she warms up goalies and coaches
attackers, and on game days she keeps
the substitution box running smoothly
— a responsibility that Sailer had never
trusted to a player. The role has the
neuroscience major well-prepared for
her next job, coaching field hockey and
lacrosse and teaching science at the
Kinkaid School in Houston.
“I love it,” Finkelston said. “It’s really
keeping me engaged in the game, and
it makes me feel like I’m taking part in
the game. I really appreciate the coaches
giving me that opportunity.”
Sailer is appreciative as well, for the
example that Finkelston has set on the
sidelines. “Her commitment to the team,
through some significant challenges,
has been remarkable,” she said. By
Justin Feil

RESEARCH, IDEAS, BOOKS

THE SOCIOLOGY OF RURAL AMERICA NEW RELEASES

Life of the Mind
A fracking well in
Robinson Township, Pa.

ECONOMICS

The Price of Our Energy

Study documents consequences for babies
born to mothers living close to fracking

Robert Nickelsberg/Getty Images

T

he United States is in the midst
of a fracking boom. Short for
“hydraulic fracturing,” the
technique for exploiting deep deposits of
natural gas and oil was virtually unknown
before 2000. Now it accounts for more
than two-thirds of all oil and natural
gas production in the U.S., upward of
6 million barrels of oil and 50 billion
cubic feet of natural gas per day. For
rural communities, where most of the
fracking takes place, a potential source of
pollution has arrived in their backyards.
The effects of fracking must be
examined, says economics and public
affairs professor Janet Currie, because
“most sources of pollution have been
around for decades. [With fracking],

paw.princeton.edu

you have these rural areas with no
heavy industry that suddenly have
heavy industry.” Currie, who is the
director of Princeton’s Center for Health
and Wellbeing and co-director of the
Program on Families and Children
at the National Bureau of Economic
Research, has spearheaded a new study
on the health effects introduced by
fracking. Published in Science Advances
in December, the paper by Currie and
two colleagues sounds an alarm for those
living close to the wells.
Environmentalists have long raised
concerns over the toxic fracking fluid,
which is injected deep into the ground
to crack open gas and oil deposits. “If
everything is functioning as it should,

there shouldn’t be any way for it to leak
into the groundwater,” says Currie. “Of
course, things don’t always work as they
should.” Less attention has been placed
on the air pollution fracking might cause.
In addition to the fumes from truck
traffic, the volatile chemicals used in the
process could potentially diffuse into
the air to be inhaled by nearby residents,
according to Currie.
To gauge the consequences of air and
water pollution, Currie and colleagues
from the University of Chicago and
UCLA examined data on newborns
across Pennsylvania, a state that has
seen a particularly large fracking boom.
The researchers obtained a dataset with
more than 1.1 million births in the state
between 2004 and 2013. With the help
of Princeton University Library’s Global
Information Systems team, they were
able to code each birth to find its distance
from the nearest fracking well.
They then compared birth weight and
other factors — both for babies born near
and far from fracking wells and also for
babies born to the same mother before
and after a nearby well came on line. Low
birth weight can be both a cause and an
indication of a range of health problems,
including asthma and cognitive and
behavioral issues. Birth weight is “the
best summary measure we have for large
population health,” Currie says.
The researchers found a stark
difference for mothers living within
about a half mile of a well. Babies born
to those mothers were 25 percent more at
risk of having a low birth weight — from
a 6.5 percent likelihood to an 8.1 percent
chance. Additionally, they found babies
were slightly more likely to exhibit other
problems, such as premature birth and
congenital abnormalities.
The researchers, however, also found
that the effects diminished sharply as
distance from fracking wells increased,
with no effects found after 1.9 miles.
That suggests that much of the pollution
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Behind the Left Behind

A new book details rural America’s angst
and adaptation to a rapidly changing world

“If you are going to
protect people’s health,
it’s better to know how
close you can be [to
fracking] before
it becomes a problem.”

Photos, from left: Denise Applewhite/Office of Communications; Frank Wojciechowski

— Janet Currie, economics and
public affairs professor
from fracking sites could be mitigated
by situating them away from residential
areas. “It’s not likely that we are going to
shut down all fracking in the U.S.,” Currie
says. “If you are going to protect people’s
health, it’s better to know how close you
can be before it becomes a problem.”
The study controlled for factors
such as race and marital status, but not
income, since birth certificates don’t
include that information. If anything, says
Currie, the study understates the effects
of fracking, since income of families close
to wells might increase due to higher
wages from an improved economy or
payments for mineral rights. In that case,
the effects of pollution could be offset
by benefits, including better housing,
medical care, and less financial stress.
Until fracking chemicals and their
effects are better understood, Currie
recommends zoning that prohibits new
wells within 2 miles of populated areas. In
more remote areas, such as North Dakota,
she advises building worker housing
outside of a 2-mile radius. For those
already living near fracking wells, however,
there may be little recourse. Rather, states
might consider setting up a fund to help
them relocate, as has been done with
other environmental hazards. “If you can
separate out the polluting activities from
where people are living,” you would have
fewer health effects, Currie says. “Places
that have high population density may
want to make different decisions about
whether they allow fracking at all.” By
Michael Blanding

I

n the age of Donald Trump, the divide
between rural and urban America has
perhaps never seemed more stark.
Drawing on more than 1,000 interviews
in small towns, on farms, and in rural
communities, a new book by Princeton
sociology professor Robert Wuthnow
attempts to bridge that gap.
In The Left Behind:
Decline and Rage in Rural
America (Princeton
University Press),
Wuthnow challenges
popular theories used
to explain the growing
rural-urban divide by
focusing on the community-oriented
nature of rural America. Some 30 million
Americans live in towns of fewer than
25,000 people, Wuthnow notes. The
identities of those residents — young

and old, rich and poor — are tightly
bound to the communities in which
they live, shaping their worldview in
unexpected ways.
What are some of the defining
characteristics of rural America?
People in rural America live in
communities. They value communities
and feel obligated — not consciously,
necessarily — to conform to community
norms. That is a piece that everybody
understands, whether you live in a
small rural area or in a big area. That’s
Sociology 101.
What’s missed is that community is
part of people’s identity. The way that
it’s missed is by treating people in rural
America as if they are separate, selfmaximizing individuals. The assumption
is people in rural America vote the way

“You have to
understand that
people who live
in a town of, say,
5,000 gain an
important piece of
their identity from
living there and
interacting on a
regular basis.”
— Robert Wuthnow,
sociology professor
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they do because they as individuals are
resentful of urban Americans or resentful
of people in Washington. That’s a view
that is perpetuated by polling, and it is a
view that makes sense in terms of politics
because people do vote as individuals.
But if you want to push behind the
polls and experience life as people
experience it in rural America, then
you have to understand that people
who live in a town of, say, 5,000 gain an
important piece of their identity from
living there and interacting on a regular
basis with certain members of their
community. They know the implicit ways
of interacting with one another that are
expected, such as knowing how to wave
at somebody when you meet them on the
road or knowing it’s appropriate to take a
casserole to a neighbor who is sick.
For sure, some of those same things
happen, say, if you live in New York City.
Maybe you identify with the New York
Giants. Maybe you’re proud that you can
go the Metropolitan [Museum of Art]. But
you do have anonymity in urban places,
and you have a much greater degree of
selectivity in whom you interact with.
You may well not know who lives in your
own apartment complex.
What does that mean for the
country as a whole today?
People in rural America feel that their
communities are threatened. Threatened
because jobs and young people are leaving.
Threatened because the remaining
population is aging and perhaps not as
well off economically as they used to be.
Threatened culturally — perhaps most
importantly — because small towns are
for the most part conservative.
But they are also feeling threatened
because the expectation is that
government will understand or help. So

when they see that not happening or when
they experience unfunded mandates or
regulations that don’t seem to make any
sense in a small community, they feel
threatened. Part of the anger they feel
toward Washington is a reflection of that
sense of feeling threatened.
An important point is that what’s
threatened isn’t necessarily your livelihood
or your safety as an individual. People look
at the politics of rural America and say,
“What can possibly explain why somebody
who is a doctor, lawyer, or successful
business person living in a rural community
is upset?” They’re upset because it’s the
community they identify with.
Who are the scapegoats for rural
America’s frustrations? Is it
Washington, D.C.?
Unfortunately, the scapegoat is more
often racial and ethnic minorities rather
than Washington. There is kind of an
undercurrent. I talk about this in the
book as the dark side of the community.
The family that doesn’t keep up its
property, or doesn’t have a job, or is of a
different ethnicity — it’s very easy for the
majority to look down on them.
We live in a politically polarized
society. With a two-party system that
is as deeply divided and entrenched as
it is, it is very easy for the other side to
always be the scapegoat. Clearly that
has all sorts of negative implications,
but one of the unfortunate aspects
of that scapegoating is that specific
policies then do not get discussed.
We found that time and again in our
interviews. People would lash out:
“Washington is broken. We’ve got to
drain the swamp.” Then you’d say,
“What should Washington be doing?”
And people would say, “Well, we
haven’t really thought about that.”

You grew up in rural Kansas. Do you
still recognize rural America from
your childhood?
The continuities I recognize are the
values people place on living in a small,
familiar area. Knowing people in their
community. Taking pride in their
community. And, frankly, feeling fairly
comfortable with rural life, including
things that people in cities might not
expect, like appreciating a sunset across
a prairie or driving through a county
that has corn on both sides of the road.
Saying, “You know, it’s really quite
beautiful here.”
What has changed is that it is
much more racially and ethnically
diverse, especially because, in many
communities in the Midwest as well
as the South, there is large Latino
employment in food- and meatprocessing plants. Sometimes also in
construction and farm labor.
Another difference is that technology
has changed in dramatic ways that
have also affected the local economy.
Agriculture has undergone a digital
revolution like no one could have
imagined. We literally conducted
interviews with farmers while they were
out on their tractor or combine.
The tractor or combine was driving
by itself, guided by a satellite, and a
computer on board was monitoring
the depth and amount of fertilizer or
the amount of wheat that was being
harvested. When the farmer was talking
to us, he could be on his computer
dealing in the futures market.
So, things have changed. That’s why
people in rural areas say, “Why do you
look down on us?” Interview conducted
and condensed by Alfred Miller ’11. Miller
covers city and state politics for The State
Journal in Frankfort, Ky.

NEW RELEASES

The 19th century saw huge expansion in
cities accompanied by a changing intellectual
landscape. Most countries experienced unrest,
but Britain remained stable and ascended
to global leadership. In Victorious Century
(Penguin), history professor David Cannadine
explores how 19th-century Britain was at the
same time self-confident, fearful, and introspective.
paw.princeton.edu

Social media, mobile phones, and other new
technology have enabled us to collect and
process data about human behavior on a scale
never before imagined. Bit by Bit (Princeton
University Press) is sociology professor
Matthew Salganik’s blueprint for data
scientists and social scientists to use this big
data to inform and enhance the field of sociology.
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The Oznot
Project

How a bunch
of college
sophomores
outsmarted
Princeton

O

without worrying about who might be listening. There, Reid,
Steven D. Reich, Frederick W. Talcott, and Arthur F. Davidsen
laid the groundwork for what would become one of the most
elaborate ruses in Princeton history: The legend of Joseph D.
Oznot was born.
REICH SAYS it was Reid who first presented the idea in their
dorm room. Reid isn’t so sure. “I don’t know if I was the first to
present it,” Reid tells me, “but I bet we had beers in our hands
when we came up with it.” Talcott takes a similar view, saying
that the idea for Joe Oznot likely arose out of one of their many
nights of cards, beer, and pizza.
At some point one of the four asked his roommates: What if
we get a fake student admitted to Princeton? At first, it was just
a funny concept — an idea to laugh about over midnight beers.
But the more the roommates talked about it, the more serious
the idea became.
“We realized how much had to go into it,” says Reid. “The
backstory, the essays, the tests, the application, the interview.
We also knew it would take a little bit of money.” The four
were ready for the challenge. The first task was coming up
with the applicant’s name. The leading contender was Joseph
David Oznot — when shortened to Joseph D. Oznot, the name
revealed its own secret: “D. Oznot” as in “does not” exist. “We
didn’t want to inadvertently get some real kid admitted, so we
Along with his classmates, J.D. Oznot ’68 was pictured in the
1968 Nassau Herald. The portrait was actually a picture of
E. Alden Dunham ’53, Princeton’s admission director. The
illustration at right is based on that photo.

Hal Mayforth

ON APRIL 16, 1964, E. Alden Dunham ’53 gathered his
speaking notes and prepared to walk to a formal dinner at
the Princeton Inn. “It was a beautiful day,” Dunham later
recalled, “everything in bloom, just perfect for the annual
trustees’ spring dinner.” Early that morning, Dunham, the
Princeton University director of admission, had overseen the
mailing of 1,165 admission notices to high school seniors across
the country. Dunham was excited to share the results of the
admission process in his annual speech at the trustees’ dinner.
After the trustees had enjoyed a celebratory meal with wine
and cigars, Dunham would take his place at the front of the
room and describe the great Class of 1968. “This was always a
satisfying moment, full of superlatives each year about the best
class ever admitted to Princeton,” Dunham would write later.
Accounts of what happened next differ slightly. But it seems
that just as he prepared to leave for the Princeton Inn (today’s
Forbes College), Dunham received a call from a reporter at
The Daily Princetonian named Thomas R. (T.R.) Reid ’66. He
listened. “I’ll have to call you back,” Dunham said, and he hung
up the phone. Dunham called an emergency meeting with
his co-workers. He pulled out the admission files he had been
obsessing over for months and attempted to make sense of
what he had been told. His head was spinning with questions,
especially these: Could what the reporter said possibly be true?
And if it was, how in the world did students pull it off?
Six months earlier, in October 1963, Reid and his three
roommates — all in the Class of 1966 — walked from their
dorm room at 225 Joline Hall to the parking lot across the street
from the University Store, where they could discuss their plans

By Isaac Wolfe ’20
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Nancy Greene, left,
founded a YWCA for
Witherspoon residents;
her daughter, Emma,
would become a civilrights activist. They
are pictured in 1904.
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Between fall classes and assignments, the four added detail after
detail to Joe’s story, often over late-night rounds of bridge.
searched several big-city phone books,” says Talcott.
Between fall classes and assignments, the four added
detail after detail to Joe’s story, often over late-night rounds
of bridge. They inserted hints about Oznot’s fictitious nature
at every opportunity: His birthday was April 1. His father, a
private detective, was William H. Oznot: W.H.O. (Reid says
the occupation was chosen because “you would need a private
detective to figure this out.”) The students practiced writing
Joe’s signature until each could produce an identical “plainvanilla” script. “This way all four of us could sign Joe’s name for
him, in case he was unavailable,” jokes Talcott. “We thought of
every detail. We all kind of became Joe Oznot,” says Reid.
Talcott remembers being inspired by Joseph Heller’s
Catch-22, his favorite book; Oznot’s mother’s maiden name was
listed as Heller. “We were inspired by that story to try out some
disruptive things,” Talcott says. Mainly, however, the students
were just looking for fun. “We were enjoying our sophomore
year and we were pretty ... sophomoric,” Reid recalls.
Oznot needed a home life — an address for university
correspondence, a high school, and a city to call home. The
sophomores considered their own hometowns. Talcott, Reich,
and Davidsen were from the East Coast — a riskier option
because East Coast applicants were more common. But Reid
was from Dearborn Heights, Mich., and the students believed
that Ivy League schools at the time were especially impressed
by intellectuals from the Midwest. So Reid called his childhood
friend Steven E. Cook, a sophomore at Michigan State
University, who agreed to manage the elements of Oznot’s
story that related to his home life. Cook offered his Michigan
State fraternity house as Oznot’s home address and chose the
local East Lansing High as Oznot’s high school. Cook also
procured copies of East Lansing High letterhead for the rest of
Oznot’s official application.
When no one jumped at the opportunity to take the SATs
again, the students drew straws. Reid and Davidsen came up
short. Reid, a classics major, would take the achievement test in
Latin in the morning, and Davidsen would take the verbal and
math SAT in the afternoon. When the day of the test arrived,
Reid woke early in the morning, combed his hair, and made
his way to Princeton High School, where the test was being
administered. “Compared to today, it was so easy,” Reid says.
“You didn’t have to show ID or anything. … There were 100 or
200 kids there, and I just walked in, filled in the name, and they
weren’t conscious of a thing.”
Reid breezed through the Latin test, answering the highschool-level questions with ease. Outside, he swapped clothing
with Davidsen, who entered the school for the afternoon exam.
With his background in math and astrophysics, Davidsen left
the high school feeling confident about Oznot’s performance.
Indeed, Reid got a perfect score on the Latin exam, while
Davidsen scored in the 700s on the verbal test and got a 792 in
math — falling short of the 800 he pulled off when taking the
test in his own name. “We used to hold that up as documented
proof to Art that he was getting dumber,” Talcott says. With
Oznot’s impressive skills in Latin and math, the roommates

painted their applicant as someone who bridged the technical
and the humanities.
More details followed. Oznot’s grades in Latin and
mathematics were flawless, but he had earned a B in English
and science — and the applicant got only a C in his shop class.
He was co-chair of the Math Club and president of the Latin
Club. He had played classical piano for nine years and also
played in the jazz band. Over the summer, Oznot studied
calculus and Virgil yet found time to work as a sales clerk at a
local retail store. On top of all this, Oznot was class treasurer
in his senior year. “He turned out to be better than all of us,
because he was the work of all of us,” Talcott says.
In one nice touch, the conspirators made Oznot co-founder
of the East Lansing High School lacrosse club. Talcott explains
that lacrosse made Oznot “a minor-league jock, an innovator,
and a spreader of East Coast civilization to our friends west
of Pittsburgh.”
In his application essay, Oznot spoke about his math
teacher, who was also an artist, a jazz musician, and “an allaround humanist.” Oznot wrote that his teacher “had great
insight into the many other academic areas that caused me to
think about the problem of education and to want to unite my
study of the scientific and artistic disciplines.” The essay played
perfectly to the tune of the Commencement address given by
President Robert Goheen ’40 *48 in 1963. The four students
thought the essay was brilliant at the time, but it has not held
up very well. “Oh my God,” Talcott says when he hears the line
recently. “Who wrote that crap?”
Joe Oznot’s creators were ready to mail in his completed
application. “We wanted to wait until the last possible day to
mail everything in so that no Lansing Princeton alumni would
check in on Joe and find out that he lived in a Michigan State
fraternity house,” says Reid. Only the issue of the interview still
remained. Just before winter break began, Talcott sat in front of
his stone-framed window in Joline, gazing across the green grass
of Mathey College. He could see one of the large windows of
West College, home of the University admission office. Talcott
picked up the phone in his dorm room and dialed the office.
“Hello,” Talcott said, doing his best fatherly impression, “my
name is William H. Oznot. My son Joe Oznot is an applicant
to Princeton.” Talcott went on to explain to the office that he
and his son would be taking a trip to New York City over winter
break, so he was wondering if Joe could come to the campus for
an in-person interview. The office bought it. “It was a good thing
they didn’t have caller ID back in those days,” Talcott says.
But who would show up for the interview? Davidsen called
up his friend Charles A. Lieppe at Columbia University. On
the day before Christmas in 1963, Lieppe took the train from
New York City to assume the identity of Joseph David Oznot.
He wore a three-piece suit and a striped Brooks Brothers
shirt, finishing the look with a pair of Bass Weejuns. Davidsen
supplied him with a volume of Virgil to hold under one arm and
a copy of Sports Illustrated to hold under the other. In his brief
essay about the prank, Dunham recalled that the interview “did
not go all that well.” But it apparently went well enough.
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Hal Mayforth, illustration of the Oznot entry in the Class of 1968 25th-reunion book

EARLY IN THE MORNING OF APRIL 16, 1964, Princeton
University mailed letters to 1,165 high school students across
the world informing them of their admission to the Class of
1968. Later that day, the admission office posted a list of the
lucky students. Reid made his way across campus to the office.
He scanned the list of admitted students.
Reid couldn’t believe his eyes. Joseph D. Oznot had been
admitted to Princeton. He laughed as two thoughts ran through
his head: First, that the article he was about to write would be
a shoo-in for the front page of the Prince. Second, that he was
about to be thrown out of Princeton.
After notifying his friends about their success, Reid
went to the newspaper’s office and picked up the phone.
He recalls that he dialed the number of the admission
director. “Hello, Mr. Dunham, I’m a reporter from The Daily
Princetonian. I understand that one of the people on the list of
the admissions doesn’t really exist — care to comment?” The
line went silent, until Dunham said he’d have to phone back.
The only written account of the following moments comes
from an essay Dunham — who died in 2015 — wrote for the
Class of 1966’s 25th-reunion yearbook. He remembered that
he took another look at Oznot’s folder — nothing seemed out of
order. “But to play it safe we decided to call the [high] school,”
wrote Dunham. “Our mouths fell open when the principal
of East Lansing High School in Michigan told us that Joseph
David Oznot was not.” What to do? Dunham wondered. What
about the trustees? The press? “We quickly decided to give full
credit,” Dunham wrote. Reid says that when he got a call back
from the admission director, Dunham told him that Joe Oznot
was a “a magnificent hoax.” He commended the unnamed
sophomores for their ingenuity. “I was really looking forward to
having that concert pianist around next year,” Dunham joked.
That night, at the trustees’ spring dinner, Dunham spoke of
the great Class of 1968 — a class filled with leaders, geniuses,
jocks, and one imaginary student named Joe Oznot. “I must
say,” wrote Dunham later, “the trustees reacted that evening
even more warmly to Joe Oznot than to the number of jocks in
the Class of 1968.” Joseph D. Oznot was a hit.
paw.princeton.edu

On April 17, 1964,
the front-page banner
headline of The Daily
Princetonian read:
“Admissions Accepts
Nonexistent Freshman.”
Reid, who went on to
become a journalist, still
revels in being on the
front page. He admits to
a violation of journalistic
ethics: He never told
Dunham that he and his
friends were responsible
for the hoax. But the
media went wild with the
story, and the names of
the conspirators got out.
“When my dad saw it in
the paper,” Reid says,
“he was furious.”
Fortunately for the conspirators, the University — and the
rest of America — responded kindly to Oznot. In September
1964, Reid’s fame as a creator of Joe Oznot reached its peak
when the 20-year-old undergraduate dressed in his nicest suit
and tie, combed his blond hair neatly, and appeared on the CBS
television show To Tell the Truth. After reviewing the footage
recently, Reid says he’s embarrassed by the hoax, despite fond
memories. Years later he joined Princeton’s board of trustees
— “one ink-stained reporter” among corporate CEOs and
senators — and “when they found out I was part of Oznot, my
stature on the board went way up.”
On the board and beyond, Joe Oznot has become a beloved
legend for many Princeton alumni, students, and faculty. He
has appeared in reunion yearbooks and PAW Class Notes
columns, and even found a place in the Class of 1966’s 50-year
reunion movie. In the Class of 1968’s 25th–reunion yearbook,
his “classmates” contributed a biography of his life after
Princeton. According to this account, Oznot became a private
detective like his father, married a woman named Dorothy
Earhart (great-niece of Amelia Earhart), started a business for
“finding lost luggage,” and developed a “fondness for testdriving heavy military vehicles.”
ON JULY 19, 2001, Arthur F. Davidsen passed away. A week
later, T.R. Reid and Fred Talcott rose to tell those gathered
at the memorial service about their good friend Artie. Artie
had accomplished many feats in the field of astrophysics, but
Reid and Talcott chose to speak about something else. “This
is a story about collaboration, creativity, and real friendship,”
they began. Reid and Talcott went on to tell the incredible
story of Joseph David Oznot. They spoke of the tests and the
applications and the interview and the jokes. They spoke about
late-night card-playing in Joline and making something out of
nothing. They spoke of the laughs they shared over Oznot and
fun they had together. Talcott says: “I believe we had most of
the room smiling.”
Isaac Wolfe ’20 is focusing on philosophy and Near Eastern studies.
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Credit Builder

José Quiñonez *98 helps people
pool their money to open financial
doors — and change lives
By Mark F. Bernstein ’83
child and grew up poor. Today he has a community organizer’s
gift for phrasemaking. He often reasons by antitheses, one
of which is this: Being poor is expensive. Lacking access to
mainstream banking services, the poor must rely on high-fee
check-cashing stores and usurious payday loans. And those
who repay these loans receive no recognition in the form of
an improved credit score. The Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau estimates that 27 percent of Latinos in this country are
“credit invisible,” meaning that credit-reporting agencies have
no record of them. And without a good score, it is difficult or
even impossible to get a credit card, rent an apartment in a
good building, or make purchases except with cash.
“Credit reports are like passports,” Quiñonez explains in an
essay for the book What It’s Worth: Strengthening the Financial
Future of Families, Communities, and the Nation, published in
part by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco: “They are
documents required to enter the financial mainstream.”
In 2016, Quiñonez was recognized with a MacArthur
Foundation “genius” grant lauding him as a “financial services
innovator.” He summarizes those innovations with two more
antitheses. By “formalizing informality,” he tells PAW, the Mission
Asset Fund hopes “to make the invisible visible.” And visible
not only to banks: Quiñonez suggests that many well-meaning
progressives need to see the poor differently, as well.

L

ending circles exist all around the world. In Mexico,
they are known as tandas. In Brazil, as pandieros. In Asia,
as huis. In Africa and the Caribbean, as susus. They are a
simple but effective way to save money.
Six people, for example, might agree to form a circle, each
putting $100 a month into a common pot. Every month, one
of them receives the entire $600 while all continue to pay
monthly until everyone has received a payout. As a disciplined
form of savings, lending circles have advantages over
squirreling cash away in a coffee jar; like Weight Watchers, it
has been suggested, they are a way for people to work toward a
goal within a group rather than alone.
This is where the Mission Asset Fund steps in. It organizes
the lending circles, processes the payments without charging

Photos: Tony Avelar/AP Images

E

ven at mid-afternoon, before the
dinner rush, Isabel Caudillo is too
busy behind the counter to chat with
a visitor to her restaurant. Such is
the life of a small-business owner.
El Buen Comer (“Good Eating”),
on Mission Street in San Francisco’s
Bernal Heights neighborhood, serves
authentic Mexican dishes made from
scratch, and Caudillo makes all the
sauces herself.
Caudillo’s is a true American
immigrant tale. She came to the United States in 2001 from
Mexico City with nothing except a love of cooking. At home she
would prepare traditional foods such as stews, beans and rice,
and her mother’s mole verde that reminded her of home. A
San Francisco community group helped her open a small stand
in the Noe Valley Farmers Market, but the low profit margins
made it impossible for her to grow.
An industrial steamer, which she needed to make her
tamales, cost $1,400, far more than Caudillo had saved.
Through a friend, she heard about the Mission Asset Fund
(MAF), a community nonprofit organization headed by José
Quiñonez *98 that administers “lending circles,” small personto-person savings groups, to help low-income people put aside
money and build credit.
Not only was Caudillo able to save enough to buy a steamer,
but by reporting her lending-circle payments to credit agencies,
the MAF made it possible for her to build a high credit score,
which in turn enabled her to obtain a bank loan she used to
open her second location.
“Lending circles were our first financial door,” Caudillo says
in a testimonial on the organization’s website. “They gave me
access to loans to open my own restaurant, which is something
I never could have imagined. But more important than that,
they helped me learn to manage the financial system to open
even more opportunities in the future.”
Quiñonez, a soft-spoken man with a trim salt-and-pepper
beard, was brought to the United States illegally when he was a
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As director
of the Mission
Asset Fund,
José Quiñonez
*98 creates
and oversees
mechanisms for
lower-income
people to get loans
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i w build
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credit.
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“Lending circles were our first
financial door,” says Isabelle
Caudillo, owner of El Buen Comer,
a restaurant in San Francisco.

interest or a service fee, and — most important — reports
them to the major national credit bureaus such as Equifax,
TransUnion, and Experian. By the time a lending circle is
complete, each participant will have received a few hundred
dollars, but everyone will also have built a credit history that
can someday enable them to walk into a bank and get a loan.
A 2013 audit by the César E. Chávez Institute at San
Francisco State University found that participants in MAF
lending circles saw their credit scores rise by an average of 168
points. Still, with the goal of getting people quickly into the
financial mainstream, its lending circles are intentionally kept
small. The maximum payout is $2,400 and the maximum term
is 12 to 18 months. The MAF has made some small-business
loans but prefers to remain focused on lending circles.
“We didn’t want to present ourselves as the lender of choice
for our clients,” Quiñonez explains. “Our strategy is to prepare
them so that they can walk into the Chases and Citibanks of the
world and get their capital, because that’s what they’re there
for. We just want to be the first rung on that ladder.”
Nevertheless, the payoff of an improved credit score can
be substantial. “Instead of getting a 12 or 13 percent APR auto

Quiñonez’s breakthrough
was persuading the national
credit bureaus to recognize
lending-circle payments.
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loan, maybe they can get one for 10 percent or 8 percent,”
Quiñonez reasons, “so instead of paying $500 a month, maybe
they’re paying $400. That’s money they can keep in their
pockets and pay for everything else in their lives.”
Shweta Kohli is one who has done just that. The Kuwaitiborn manager at Oracle has participated in nine lending circles
over the last six years. Her credit score was lower than 100
when she joined her first circle soon after graduating from San
Francisco State. It is now higher than 820, and she has to shoo
away lenders plying her with pre-approved credit cards.
“Once I hit [a credit score of] 800, I can’t even tell you how
much junk I got in the mail,” she says, laughing, and she and
her husband are now applying for a mortgage to buy their own
home. She still participates in lending circles, mostly for fun.
“The best feeling from doing a lending circle is not just to
see your credit score go up, but when you get that payout and
you didn’t have to pay any interest on it, it’s like giving yourself
a loan.”
One risk is that those in the circle who receive their payout
early will disappear, leaving the others holding the bag. The
MAF protects against this by carefully screening its applicants
— all must have identification, a bank account, and a source of
income — and insisting that everyone take an online financialeducation class and sign a promissory note pledging to make
their payments on time. It seems to work; Quiñonez says that
the default rate for MAF lending circles is just 0.7 percent.
If someone does fall behind on a payment, the MAF will
cover the money so the other members of the circle are
not inconvenienced.

MAF carefully screens its lending-circle applicants,
who must have identification, a bank account, and a
source of income. Everyone must also take a financialeducation class and pledge to make payments on time.

Typically, there is no restriction on how the money can be
used, but there are two special-purpose lending circles. One
helps participants save the $725 required to apply for U.S.
citizenship. Another has helped so-called “Dreamers” save
the $495 application fee for enrollment in the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, and the MAF has
gotten more directly involved in recent months. When the
Trump administration announced last September that it was
ending DACA, while allowing program recipients to apply to
renew their status for two more years, Quiñonez quickly raised
$4.2 million to help more than 7,600 people pay for DACA
renewal fees. In the days leading up to the Oct. 5 re-enrollment
deadline, Quiñonez, his staff, and a team of volunteers
were working late trying to process as many applications as
possible. With that done, they could only hope that Congress
would extend the program. Quiñonez is sharply critical of
the administration’s decision to curtail DACA and the way
in which the president announced it. “We’re playing politics
with people’s lives,” he said in the fall. “It’s heartbreaking that
people’s lives hang on a tweet.”

B

orn in Durango, Mexico, Quiñonez knows firsthand
the uncertainty many Bay Area Dreamers feel.
His father, a farmer, was assassinated when
Quiñonez was 2, and his mother struggled to keep
the family together. “By all accounts we were poor,” he wrote
later in the MIT journal Innovations, “but I don’t remember
feeling poor. My mom’s deep faith and devotion ensured that
we were rich spiritually.” She died of lymphoma when Quiñonez
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was 9, leaving her six children orphans.
Relatives in the United States brought Quiñonez and his
siblings into the country illegally, crossing the border on the
Fourth of July because there would be few immigration officers
patrolling during a national holiday. “The fear of getting caught
and deported permeated our lives for years,” he recalls. “We
were told to make ourselves invisible, never to speak up or
bring too much attention to ourselves.” The children got on
the path to citizenship in 1986, thanks to the Immigration
Reform and Control Act, the country’s last comprehensive
immigration-reform legislation. Quiñonez remains grateful to
President Ronald Reagan for signing it into law.
After graduating from the University of California, Davis,
he worked in San Francisco organizing against California’s
Proposition 187, the 1994 ballot initiative that prohibited
undocumented people from using public services. In 1998,
he obtained his master’s degree from the Woodrow Wilson
School for Public and International Affairs, focusing on
international development.
Quiñonez worked briefly as a congressional aide and
lobbyist before returning to San Francisco, where he spent
six years at several nonprofit organizations. He heard about
the Mission Asset Fund, named after the Mission District, the
largely immigrant San Francisco neighborhood in which it is
still headquartered. The fund had recently been founded with a
$1 million grant from the Levi Strauss Foundation.
Hired as the MAF’s director in 2007, Quiñonez nearly left
his new job before he started, butting heads with his board over
the organization’s role. Rather than develop trial programs that
March 21, 2018 P r i n c e t o n a lu m n i w e e k ly 29

“We’ve been fighting poverty for 50, 60 years
knowing that there is a lot we need to do to help
people when they are struggling financially,” he
explains. “But we do it from the premise that people
are poor because they are lazy or doing something
wrong. That’s not helpful for the individual or for us
as a society.”
So don’t call the Mission Asset Fund a charity.
“We’re not here to ‘save’ poor people,” he insists.
“We’re not a knight in shining armor. That’s not our
approach. We look at people in all the strength and
goodness and problems that they have. We look at
The MAF operates from
what is working in their lives and then through that
this small storefront
work to develop programs. That is precisely what
office, but its lendingcircle model has been
lending circles are all about: Here is something that
licensed to 53 nonprofit
people are doing that works, but by us formalizing
groups in 17 states and
it we can add value. And people really respect that
Washington, D.C.
because it upholds their dignity.”
other nonprofits would take over, Quiñonez wanted the MAF to
Frederick Wherry *04, a Princeton sociology professor and
run its own programs. He spent much of his first year and a half
Quiñonez’s former classmate in his Wilson School master’s
talking to community groups throughout the city to learn what
program, says that organizations such as the MAF are changing
sorts of assistance they needed. What people needed most, he
the way social scientists think about impoverished people. One
came to see, was recognition of activities in which they were
underappreciated aspect of its lending circles, he notes, is that
already engaging.
payments and dispersals are processed electronically through
Quiñonez’s breakthrough was persuading the national
the participants’ bank accounts. In social-science-speak, that
credit bureaus to recognize lending-circle payments. Asked
reduces coordination costs. In plain language, it acknowledges
how he did this, he at first replies slyly, “My personality,” but
the value of their time and spares them from the soul-numbing
there was more to it than that. The key was those promissory
experience of waiting in line, familiar to anyone who has gone
notes each participant signs. As the legal lender of record, the
to collect food stamps or a welfare check.
MAF reports payments made on its lending-circle “loans” —
Such affirmations are hardly trivial. “Attention to finance as
which are not really loans at all, since all the money changing
a way of affirming the dignity of human beings is a conversation
hands belongs to the participants — and the credit bureaus
that is emerging across a number of different scholars,”
record them.
Wherry says. He cites Princeton sociologist Kathryn Edin and
The MAF organized its first lending circle in the fall of
others who have praised the earned-income tax credit because
2008 with four people (three family members and a
it provides the poor with a refund of their own earnings
journalist who was writing about the program) each putting
rather than a government check, thus promoting a sense of
in $50 a month for a $200 payout. Over the nine years
achievement and self-sufficiency. Quiñonez speaks similarly of
since, it has distributed more than 9,300 loans totaling
the MAF’s lending circles, emphasizing that “the money we’re
$8.4 million to 8,500 clients (some people have participated
managing is their money.”
more than once).
Although the Mission Asset Fund operates from a small
storefront office, its lending-circle model, and the software to
hile studying at Princeton, Quiñonez says, he was
run it, has now been licensed to 53 nonprofit groups in 17 states
influenced by the works of Peruvian economist
and the District of Columbia. Quiñonez speaks and lectures
Hernando de Soto Polar, who has studied informal
widely, even more so since receiving his MacArthur grant.
economies around the world. People working in the He also served for three years as the inaugural chair of the
economic shadows, de Soto Polar argues, help build a nation’s
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s advisory board and
wealth, but without legal protection or financial recognition
has served on Experian’s consumer-advisory council.
they remain vulnerable to exploitation. This resonated with
Helping people lift themselves out of poverty with dignity
Quiñonez, who recalled his childhood working in California
would seem to be a cause that could bridge the political
flea markets as an undocumented immigrant. It continues to
divide. There is evidence that it just might. In 2014, legislation
inform his political outlook today.
allowing the Mission Asset Fund and other nonprofits to offer
He is critical of many long-standing anti-poverty programs,
small, no-interest loans without a lending license passed the
which are permeated with a “deficit-based” conception of the
California Legislature unanimously.
people they are intended to help. He rejects as patronizing
Quiñonez calls lending circles “an example of people at the
the view that poor people are ignorant or incapable of making
bottom helping each other.” That idea was news to many, he
responsible decisions. Most of them aren’t broken, in other
says: “Poor people lending money to each other — how weird
words — they’re just broke — and assistance should be given
is that?”
with that in mind. An edge comes into his voice when he talks
Mark F. Bernstein ’83 is PAW’s senior writer.
about it.
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ON THE WATERFRONT: In the mid-’90s, Rob Buchanan ’81 got involved with an afterschool program that built
Whitehall gigs, large traditional rowboats, for public use in New York City harbors. For the last 20 years, the former
magazine writer has fashioned a second career out of pairing boat-building with education. Today, Buchanan,
pictured above with students William Winters and Michael Mongiello, works for the Billion Oyster Project,
overseeing an afterschool boat-building program and helping to restore the oyster reefs around New York. He says:
“If we’re serious about taking care of [the harbor and its estuary], we need to have more access to them. Building
boats is just a simple, very literal way to get to that goal.”
READ MORE about Buchanan’s work at paw.princeton.edu/tiger-of-the-week.
paw.princeton.edu
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Top Honors
Announced

Alumni Awards
THE CLASS OF 1967 was awarded
the Class of 1926 Trophy on the
Friday before Alumni Day for
raising a record-setting $11,006,767
for its 50th reunion. The Harold
H. Helm Award for sustained
service to Alumni Giving went to
JOHN O. “DUBBY” WYNNE ’67 of
Norfolk, Va.

ALUMNI DAY

SPEAKERS CALL FOR
CIVILITY, FREE SPEECH

Alumni Day medalists weigh in on troubling trends
In his lecture on Alumni Day, author and
critic Daniel Mendelsohn *94, winner
of the James Madison Medal, began
with a scene from his ride on the train
from New York to Princeton. On his
journey, he overheard two cellphone
conversations: Tiffany was breaking
up with Travis — “spitting and hissing
into her Samsung Galaxy” — and
Mr. Lundquist was firing Denise “or,
possibly, Elise: The speaker on the LG
smartphone wasn’t all that clear.” For
the Bard College classics professor, all of
this, naturally, led him to ponder Latin
etymology, particularly the word civis,
the root word of civilization.
“‘Civility’ is the behavior that
marks mutual acknowledgment that we
individuals share common public, and
political, space,” he said. “Think about
the platforms through which you interact
with people all day, the media that we
call ‘social’ but that, if anything, have
enhanced our ability to be asocial: to
screen out every element of society, and
culture and politics, that doesn’t suit or
flatter or soothe us, thereby removing the
necessity for ‘civility’ in the first place.”

Throughout his lecture, Mendelsohn
called upon the notions of public life held
by Madison and his fellow founders and
the civic sensibilities of the ancient Greeks
and Romans. Through these various
snapshots of civic and social engagement
throughout time, Mendelsohn argued
that a modern decline in civility and
empathy, promoted by a lack of faceto-face interactions online, has broad
political implications.
“The polarization of politics over
the past two decades stems directly,
it seems to me, from [an] increasingly
hermetic view of the world,” he said. “If
you’re rarely exposed to other kinds of
people and alternative views, they will
become first unimaginable and then
intolerable. And from the rhetoric of
intolerance, it’s only a short step to the
politics of intolerance.”
In a question-and-answer session,
Mendelsohn explained that he tells
students on the first day of class that
laptops and cellphones are prohibited
— his attempt to reaffirm for students
the need for humans to communicate in
person and not through screens.

Photos: Sameer A. Khan

PYNE HONOR PRIZES, the top
award for undergraduates, went to:
MAGGIE PECSOK ’18, psychology with
a certificate in cognitive science. Her
time as an undergraduate researcher
in the Princeton Neuroscience of
Attention and Perception Lab has
influenced her plans
for a career as a
physician-scientist.
JOHN “NEWBY”
PARTON ’18, public
and international
affairs, with
certificates in the
programs in urban
studies and values
and public life. His
studies have focused
on the court system,
criminal-justice
reform, and journalism, and he hopes
to become a judge.
THE PORTER OGDEN JACOBUS
FELLOWSHIPS, which fund a
graduate student’s final year, were
given to: GEORGIOS MOSCHIDIS,
mathematics. For his dissertation, he
developed a proof for two well-known
open conjectures in classical general
relativity, Albert Einstein’s theory
of gravity. MATTHEW EDWARDS
’12, mechanical and aerospace
engineering. An aspiring academic,
he works on using optical and plasma
science to advance technology such
as particle accelerators. COLE
BUNZEL ’08, Near Eastern studies.
He plans to become a professor and
researches Wahhābism in Saudi
Arabia and jihadism associated with
al-Qaida and the Islamic State group.
CHANTAL BERMAN, politics. She
studies the political outcomes of the
Arab Spring uprisings and plans to
go into academia.

Classicist Daniel
Mendelsohn *94
discussed the erosion
of civility in the age
of the cellphone. “The
root of our word
‘idiot,’ ” he told the
audience, “comes
from Latin: Idiotês:
a person who acts in
public as if she were
still in private.”
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“Think about the
platforms through which
you interact with people
all day, the media that
we call ‘social’ but that, if
anything, have enhanced
our ability to be asocial.”

Veteran newsman
Charlie Gibson ’65
railed against the
notion of fake news
in his lecture, saying:
“Attacks on the
broadcast media and
the press represent to
my mind an existential
risk — not just to
the profession, but
to the democracy.”

Woodrow Wilson Award winner
Charlie Gibson ’65, the retired ABC news
anchor and Good Morning America host,
looked back on his career and the many
major events of American history he
reported on, from the 1995 Oklahoma
City bombing to the 2008 election of
President Barack Obama. In his first
on-air job in 1967, for a local Lynchburg,
Va., news program, he worked to cover
the black community there, which
had been ignored by the local paper.
In addition to being excoriated in the
newspaper’s editorials for his work, on
his final day at the job all four of his car’s
tires were slashed.
“It was in Lynchburg that the thought
first occurred to me that my college’s
informal motto — ‘in the nation’s
service’ — might apply to me,” he said.
“It was naïve perhaps not to realize that
journalism, when done right, provides
a real service, but ... no thoughts so
noble as being in the nation’s service
had occurred.”
Gibson critiqued today’s polarized
political climate, specifically what he
considers a threat to the First Amendment
posed by constant claims of fake news,
especially by President Donald Trump.
“It is not lost on me that the Wilson
Award selection committee has this year
chosen a journalist — at a time when the
profession is under attack to a degree
that I never contemplated possible,”
he said.
paw.princeton.edu
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— Daniel Mendelsohn *94, author
and critic

“You can debate policy, and you have
to give the president his due — 63 million
Americans did, and that choice has to be
respected. But since then the president
has attacked many of America’s most
fundamental underpinnings, including
truth and freedom of the press; the latter
is guaranteed by the First Amendment
— not the Eighth or the 15th or the 25th
but the First,” he said. “That should
alarm everyone — Trump detractors and
supporters alike.”
He explained that by calling to “open
up” libel laws and criticizing the press,

the president has emboldened foreign
dictators to limit speech abroad. Gibson
called 2017 “one of the most dangerous
years to be a journalist. At least 262
journalists around the world were
imprisoned for their work — that’s a
new high.”
Among the variety of other events
during the day, alumni could hear from
Dean of Admission Janet Rapelye about
navigating the admissions process (“It’s
staggeringly competitive”) and from
Elizabeth Colagiuri *99, deputy dean
of the college, on student-life issues (a
calendar change that would move fallterm exams before the winter holidays
may be acted on this year). The 1,000
attendees also had a chance during
lunch to hear from this year’s Pyne
Prize winners and Jacobus Fellowship
recipients (see story at left) and to honor
Princetonians who died during the past
year at the Service of Remembrance in
the University Chapel. By C.C.

Dean of Admission Janet Rapelye explains
the rigorous process followed in making
Princeton admission decisions.
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PAW posts a list of recent alumni deaths at paw.princeton.edu. Go to
Reader Services on PAW’s home page and click on the link “Recent Alumni
Deaths.” The list is updated with each new issue.
THE CLASS OF 1939
Donald Kirtland Richards
’39 Don died June 18, 2017,

at the age of 100 years and
five months. He was raised
in Lawrenceville, N.J., where
his father was minister of a
Presbyterian church.
He majored in economics and wrote his
thesis on “Industrial Relations Problems in the
Dupont Co.”
During World War II, he served with Gen.
Patton’s Third Army, earning the Bronze Star.
He retired from the Reserves in 1953 with
the rank of major. Don worked for only two
organizations throughout his long life: Merck
& Co. (in sales and marketing) and Skidmore
College (in fundraising).
In the spring of 1972, Don and his family
relocated from New Jersey to Saratoga Springs,
N.Y., where Skidmore was completing the move
of its campus from downtown to its current
suburban location. Don supported the growth
of the college for 15 years, particularly in the
areas of music and science.
As a volunteer, Don used his fundraising
skills for several local organizations. The Pillar
Society of Saratoga Springs honored him for
this work.
Don is survived by his wife of 68 years, Jean;
children Donald Jr. and Susan McKay ’75; four
grandchildren, including Elizabeth McKay ’02;
and three great-grandchildren. He is our first
classmate to die as a centenarian.

THE CLASS OF 1944
Henry M. Bonner ’44

Henry died Dec. 10, 2017, in
Southport, Conn., at the age
of 95. He had lived in the town
since 1960.
After graduating from
Exeter and Princeton, he served in the
Seventh Regiment Guard during World War
II as an engineer. During the war he worked
closely with Eastman Kodak, where he was
instrumental in Kodak’s top-secret radio
proximity fuse. After the war he worked as
a securities and mining analyst for Chase

Manhattan Bank.
An accomplished sailor, he proudly
crossed the Atlantic Ocean twice in his
34-foot cutter and then in his 42-foot ketch.
Each crossing started from his home area in
Southport Harbor.
He was a member of the Pequot Yacht
Club, Fairfield County Hunt Club, New
York Yacht Club, Union Club, Downtown
Association, Creek Club, and Lake Placid
Club. He was also an avid hiker and skier. He
served on numerous boards, including the
Lake Placid Education Foundation, and was
a supporter of the Committee for Monetary
Research and Education.
He was predeceased by his wife, Anne
Barrows Bonner. His survivors include four
sons and their families.

William J. Keenan III ’44

Bill died Dec. 19, 2017, in South
Carolina at age 95.
He was a graduate of
Woodberry Forest School and
Princeton. During World War
II he served 39 months in the Field Artillery,
ending as a captain in the Pacific. He finished
artillery school, returned to the South, and
became a partner in an architecture firm.
In 35 years he designed many buildings in
Columbia, S.C.
He was a lifelong member of Trinity
Episcopal Cathedral and a member of Forest
Lake Club, the Columbia Cotillion Club, and
the Pine Tree Hunt Club.
Bill married Margaret Jones in June
1949. She predeceased him, as did a son,
Christopher. He is survived by children
Margaret and Nicholas, seven grandchildren,
and two great-grandchildren.

THE CLASS OF 1950
G. Sidney Fox ’50

Sid died peacefully Nov. 12, 2017,
at his home in Campo, Calif.
Our class is grateful to Sid
for the three five-year terms he
served as class secretary and
his contributions as a member of the executive

committee. He attended all but one of our 26
off-campus mini-reunions. It was at a mini he
first met Jean, whom he married in 1997.
Coming to Princeton from St. Paul’s School,
he majored in geological engineering and
belonged to Key and Seal. After attending
graduate school at Stanford, he pursued his
lifetime career as a hydrogeologist. He retired
in 1996.
During his career he lived in New York City
and Connecticut, convenient distances from
the Fox family camp on Little Big Wood Pond in
Jackman, Maine, where he spent nearly every
summer of his life.
Following retirement, Sid moved to Campo,
in high desert country about 50 miles east of
San Diego, where Jean lived. He continued
his lifetime of community involvement in
Campo, where his activities included Kiwanis
and volunteering at the library and historical
society. Over the years he became a serious
Civil War historian and amassed an extensive
Civil War book collection.
Sid is survived by Jean, children George and
Lydia ’81, and five grandchildren.

THE CLASS OF 1952
Charles B. Renfrew ’52

Charlie graduated from
Birmingham (Mich.) High
School, then served in the Navy
before coming to the class. He
majored in SPIA, was elected
to Phi Beta Kappa, joined Cottage, rowed
crew, and was on the Bric-a-Brac board. His
roommates were Dave Allen, Gren Garside,
and Bill Ragland.
After service in the Army Field Artillery,
he earned a law degree at Michigan and
practiced with Pillsbury, Madison, and Sutro in
San Francisco until President Richard Nixon
appointed him district judge for the Northern
District of California. In 1980, President Jimmy
Carter appointed him deputy attorney general.
In 1983, Charlie joined Chevron Corp. as
general counsel for 10 years before forming
his own firm.
To list all of Charlie’s professional and
personal distinctions would take more space
than we have here, but let it be noted that he
served as an alumni trustee of Princeton and
taught at the University of California School
of Law.
He died Dec. 14, 2017. He is survived by his
wife, Barbara, and eight children, including
Todd ’85. His daughter Taylor predeceased him.
The class offers its sympathies and respect for
Charlie’s exceptional services to our country.

THE CLASS OF 1953
Daniel S. Blalock Jr. ’53

Dan died Dec. 9, 2017, after a long battle with
Alzheimer’s disease, which was first diagnosed
about 10 years ago.
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Dan came to Princeton from
Tampa, Fla., after graduating
from the McCallie School. At
Princeton he majored in history
and wrote his thesis on “The
Colonial Plantations of 18thCentury Virginia.” He was, appropriately, a
member of Colonial Club.
After graduation he spent two years in the
Army in Germany and one year at a Florida
law school before returning to the real-estate
business in Manatee County founded a century
ago by his great-great-grandfather and playing
a major role in the development of the area.
Projects he was involved in included the
expansion of the South Florida Museum and
the Bishop Planetarium.
He was also involved in the creation of
shopping centers, an industrial park, and
luxurious residential homes along the Manatee
River. It was said that “he helped change the
face of Manatee County” through four decades.
He also loved hunting and collecting antiques.
Dan’s first wife, Martha, died in 1989. He is
survived by two children, two stepchildren, and
his second wife, Paddy.

Herschel R. Phelps Jr. ’53

Herschel died Dec. 12, 2017, at
Tru Hospice in Greeley, Colo.
He grew up in Denver
and graduated from East
High School before entering
Princeton, where he majored in biology. He was a
member of Terrace Club, the Glee Club, and the
Pre-Med Society. He was also an accomplished
pianist and a member of the Princeton Men’s
Chorus. After graduation, Herschel married
Marilyn June Watters and entered the University
of Colorado Medical School.
Accepting a commission in the Air Force
enabled him to complete his medical studies
with a degree in ophthalmology and serve at a
military hospital in San Antonio, Texas, before
returning to Colorado to a practice in Greeley
and Loveland. Herschel found time outside
his practice to learn Mandarin Chinese and
to make a number of trips to China to do
cataract surgery.
He also taught English as a second language to
people in Guadalajara, Mexico. Closer to home,
Herschel enjoyed participating in the Greeley
Chamber Choir, directing church youth choirs,
and providing piano and organ accompaniment.
Herschel’s wife, Marilyn, died in 2001. He is
survived by his four children, David, Deborah,
Sarah, and Benjamin; and four grandchildren.

THE CLASS OF 1954
M. Grant Gross Jr. ’54

Grant died Dec. 17, 2017. A graduate of
Amarillo (Texas) High School, at Princeton he
majored in geology, joined Quadrangle Club,
and was active in Orange Key and the Student
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Christian Association. He
was president of the Debate
Panel and vice president of
Whig-Clio.
Grant went on to have
a distinguished career in
oceanography after service in the Army, a
Fulbright scholarship in Holland to study
marine geology, and a Ph.D. in marine geology
at the California Institute of Technology.
He began to focus on oceanography while
teaching a new course on it at the University
of Washington, where he became associate
professor. Next were major appointments at the
Smithsonian Institution, the State University
of New York at Stony Brook, the Chesapeake
Bay Institute at Johns Hopkins, and the division
of ocean sciences at the National Science
Foundation, from which he retired in 1994.
Grant was recognized for his expertise in
marine geochemistry, sedimentary processes
in coastal waters, and waste disposal from
urban areas. A colleague characterized him
as “quiet, egalitarian, fair, and good at getting
a consensus, a steady hand at the helm, and
instrumental in advancing ocean science in
the U.S.”
He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth;
children Jeffrey, Alison Gross Gilbert, and Anne
Gross Hamel ’86 and her husband, Warren
Hamel ’80; 10 grandchildren including Luke
’16 and Jacob ’18; two great-grandchildren; and
a sister.

THE CLASS OF 1958
Edwin J. Bomer Jr. ’58

Jeff died Nov. 28, 2017,
in Austin, Texas, after a
long illness.
He came to Princeton from
the Taft School. Jeff majored
in electrical engineering and joined Cottage
Club. His senior-year roommates for the first
semester were Louis Edgar, Doug Ellis, Peter
Gall, Fred Matter, Vin Meade, John Miller, and
Bert Sparrow. On Dec. 27, 1957, Jeff married
Nancy Smyly.
After graduation, he worked for a couple of
years at the Toddle House Corp., his family’s
diner-restaurant chain. Starting in 1960, he
spent 12 years with IBM in sales, marketing,
and management positions.
Jeff was most recently a senior managing
director of Kennedy Wilson, a global public realestate investment and services company. He
was also a significant investor in many private
partnerships that have extensive holdings in
Texas commercial real estate properties.
He was on the board of the Austin YMCA
and the vestry of the Episcopal Church of
the Good Shepherd. Jeff was an avid sports
enthusiast and enjoyed skiing, biking, and
backpacking. After he turned 40 he became the
United States masters race-walking champion.

Jeff and Nancy divorced in 1972, and he later
married Ann Cox. In addition to Ann, he is
survived by children Edwin, Susan, and Kelly,
and four grandchildren. To them all, the class
extends its sympathy.

Glenn L. Kelly ’58

Glenn died Nov. 21, 2017. He
was struck and killed by a car
while walking.
He was a graduate of
Germantown (Pa.) Academy. At
Princeton, he was on the track team, majored in
biology, and was a member of Cap and Gown.
His senior-year roommates were R. Brown,
Bruce, J. Dennis, Gilbert, McCarroll, Midgley,
Rudge, Shahan, and Shearer.
Following graduation, he spent two years
at Yale’s school of medicine and two years
in the Navy. He went back to Yale to study
to become an orthopedic surgeon, but soon
changed his mind and wanted to try the
newly established discipline of vascular
surgery. One of the pioneers of the new
discipline, Dr. Ben Eisman, was at the
University of Colorado, and so Glenn moved to
Denver with his wife, Susan Woodward, whom
he married in 1967, and their three sons. He
became chief of vascular surgery at Denver
General Hospital for eight years and then
became a private practitioner.
Glenn became entranced with Colorado
and became an avid outdoorsman. He climbed
many of Colorado’s 14,000-foot peaks and
hiked and bicycled all over the state.
Glenn and Susan were divorced in 1989.
In 1991, he married Kay Settle. He is survived
by Kay; his three sons, Scott, Brian, and
Matt; stepdaughter Shelley Drake; stepson
Jay Whittaker; six grandchildren; four
step-grandchildren; and former wife
Susan Henderson. To all the class extends
its sincere condolences.

THE CLASS OF 1960
Ronald L. Katsky ’60

Ron died Nov. 20, 2017, of
a sudden attack of septic
infection after an otherwise
healthy and very active life.
Born and raised in Los
Angeles, at Princeton Ron joined Quadrangle
and wrote for The Daily Princetonian.
He returned to Los Angeles to attend law
school at UCLA. He went on to a 50-year
practice of law, most recently as managing
partner of Katsky & Lyon in corporate practice.
He was always active in numerous
professional and civic pursuits. He was
especially devoted to the social work of the
Catholic Church, which recognized him with
knighthoods in the Equestrian Order of the
Holy Sepulchre and the Order of Malta, and
with the Church’s highest lay recognition, the
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Pro Ecclesiam Et Pontifice, of all of which he was
proud but very self-effacing.
He was a great traveler, seeking out every
corner of the world regardless of comfort or
safety. His participation in our Cuba minireunion in 2012 rekindled his interest in class
affairs and led him to organize our highly
successful Los Angeles mini in 2013 and to
attend the recent Berkshire mini shortly before
his untimely death.
Ron is survived by his sister, daughter,
grandchildren, and his partner of almost 20
years, Marvin Acosta.

Peter J. Reilly ’60

Pete died Nov. 2, 2017, from
complications of a rare cancer.
He had a distinguished career
as a professor of chemical
engineering.
At Princeton he majored in chemistry,
dined at Key and Seal, roomed with Ed
Saphar, and was active in intramural sports.
Originally focused on a career in chemistry,
he sidestepped into chemical engineering for
his graduate study at Penn, earning a Ph.D.
in 1964.
He worked briefly at DuPont before
returning to academia and accepting a
professorship at the University of Nebraska in
1968. In 1974 he went to Iowa State University,
where he served as distinguished professor
in engineering. After retirement in 2014,
he remained active in civic work and his
profession. He will be remembered for his
indomitable enthusiasm and genuine interest
in his students and their careers.
Pete retained from his earliest days an
interest in travel, which became his principal
recreational pursuit and an important part of
his professional endeavors. In our 50th-reunion
book he claimed to have visited “all 50 states
and almost as many countries as my age,”
while remarking that his pace was declining
as the number of prudent destinations in
the world was contracting. Pete’s identical
twin daughters, Diane and Karen, have since
blessed Pete and his wife Rae with sons-in-law
and three grandchildren. The class sends our
sympathies to Rae and the rest of Pete’s family.

THE CLASS OF 1961
John S. Crocker ’61

John died Feb 21, 2017, in Mentor, Ohio.
He was born in Elmira, N.Y., and was with
us only freshman year. He was a member
of Triangle.
He graduated from Columbia and then
embarked on a 40-year career in Lake County,
Ohio, where he was mayor of Mentor-on-theLake, clerk for the town and the county, and
county treasurer. He also sat on many county
boards and commissions, as well as on the
boards of a number of local charities, serving

his town and community.
John was predeceased by his first wife, Ann,
and stepson Gabriel. He is survived by his
second wife, Jacqueline, children Susan and
John, stepson Hunter, and their families.

Francis Axel Harvey ’61

Axel died Feb. 20, 2016,
of Alzheimer’s disease in
Montreal, Canada.
Born and raised in
Montreal, Axel came to us
from Lower Canada College. At Princeton he
majored in history in the Special Program in
the Humanities, played freshman lacrosse,
managed the hockey team for two years, and
was vice president of the Young Theocrats
of Princeton.
Axel was well known in French and
English astrology circles in Canada, Europe,
and the United States and helped found the
Canadian Association of French Astrologers,
which he served as president. He was active
in documenting astrological history and
passionate about astronomy all his life, and he
mastered the cosmological zodiac.
Axel had not been in touch with the class
for decades. We learned of his death from
classmate Andras Hamori, who found a notice
on the internet.
As far as we know, Axel left no survivors.

Dennis S. Karjala ’61

Dennis died April 26, 2017, of
complications resulting from
treatment for cancer.
Born in New York City, he
came to us from Bellaire High
School in Texas. At Princeton, he earned a
bachelor’s degree in engineering and ate at Dial
Lodge. His senior-year roommates, living at
Dial Lodge as officers, were Ron Shipman and
Stan Panosian.
After earning a master’s degree and Ph.D.
in electrical engineering at the University
of Illinois at Urbana and teaching in Okinawa
for several years, Dennis acquired a law
degree at Berkeley and then practiced law in
San Francisco.
In 1978 he began a 39-year career at Arizona
State University College of Law and eventually
became the Jack E. Brown Professor of Law,
concentrating on intellectual law as it applies to
new technologies. During those years he spent
time as a visiting scholar or professor at the
Max Planck Institute in Munich, the University
of Hokkaido, the University of Tokyo (where
he taught in Japanese), and the law schools
at UCLA, Washington University, and the
University of Minnesota.
He is survived by his former wives, Yoko
and Katarina; daughter Sylvia; and stepchildren
Barbora Hladek and Matus Mrocek and
their families.

William B. O’Connor ’61

Bill died Nov. 6, 2017.
He came to us from
Canterbury School and
was part of the Canterbury
contingent that included Jay
McCabe, John O’Neill, and Ken Scasserra, all of
whom eventually became Bill’s roommates. Bill
joined Colonial, majored in politics, and rowed
on the 150-pound crew.
Following graduation, he entered Yale Law
School, graduating in 1964. He then embarked
on a 52-year legal career in New York City,
beginning as an associate at Cravath, Swain &
Moore and retiring in 2015 as senior counsel
from Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, which he had
joined as a partner in 1979.
Bill held leadership positions with
several charitable organizations. These
included serving as president of Canterbury
School; president of the Lucerna Fund (a
nonprofit serving the sight-impaired);
president of the Port Washington N.Y.
Community Chest; trustee of the LuEsther T.
Mertz Charitable Trust; and member of the
executive committee of the board of the New
York Botanical Garden.
Suzanne, his wife of 56 years, died only
a month after his passing. Bill is survived
by three children, Kathleen Donovan ’86,
Denis O’Connor, and Cynthia Gamble; eight
grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren.
He was a strong and loyal supporter of
Princeton and our class, and he took great pride
in having five Princetonian descendants.

THE CLASS OF 1972
William F. Binder Jr. ’72

Bill died Dec. 21, 2017,
unexpectedly at his home in
Boca Raton, Fla.
A native of Yardville, N.J.,
Bill came to Princeton from
Bordentown Military Institute, where he played
basketball and baseball. He was a catcher and
first baseman on Princeton’s varsity team and
was elected captain for the 1971-72 season.
Bill joined Tower Club and majored in basic
engineering. Senior year he roomed in Patton
Hall with John Davren, Charles Hughes, Bob
Maguire, and Bill Schaefer.
The San Francisco Giants drafted Bill in the
June 1972 baseball draft. He played one season
with the Great Falls (Mont.) Giants of the
Pioneer League.
Following baseball, Bill operated the
Yardville Inn before embarking on a career
in commercial real estate. He retired as vice
president of the commercial division of Auletta
Realty in Lawrenceville, N.J.
Bill is survived by his wife, Joann Binder;
sons William F. Binder III and Brent G.
Binder; and grandchildren Neela and Aviva.
Contributions to a memorial fund in Bill’s
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name may be made to the Friends of Princeton
Baseball, 330 Alexander St., Princeton, N.J.
08540; Attn. Alexis Brock.
The class sends condolences to his family.

Robert J. Stack ’72

Bob died Dec. 2, 2017, in
London, where he returned
to live near his wife’s family.
He was a steady and affable
classmate.
Bob came to Princeton from Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. He ran track and joined Dial Lodge as a
sophomore. A civil and geological engineering
major, Bob roomed with Rich Jablonski, Bob
Schuster, Tom Hutton, Carl Arentzen, and T.J.
Ward for four years.
In 1977, Bob earned an MBA from the
University of Bridgeport in Connecticut and
began an extensive career in human resources.
A job with Cadbury Schweppes took him to
London. He retired from there in 2008.
On Nov. 11, 2011, Bob married Felicity
Catherine. They moved to Sarasota, Fla., and
in 2013 were blessed with the birth of twin
boys. The couple relocated to London in 2015.
In 2016, they welcomed a daughter, Anastasia,
into the family.
Bob is survived by Felicity; sons Walter
and Amadeus; daughter Anastasia; daughter
Carolyn Stack and her husband, Scott
Pauciello, and two grandsons, Duke and
Dominic; and sisters Jean Marie Stack and
Nancy Paddock and her husband Joe. The class
sends its condolences to the family.

GRADUATE ALUMNI
Joseph J. Cahill Jr. *53

Joseph Cahill, whose longtime career as a
chemist involved positions at Merck in New
Jersey and Hoechst Celanese in Texas, died
July 25, 2017, at age 95.
After high school, Cahill served in World
War II as an Army medic in the Pacific and
earned a Bronze Star. He graduated from
Villanova University in 1948 and earned a
Ph.D. in chemistry from Princeton in 1953.
After Princeton, his first job was with Merck,
where with four others he submitted the patent
for Vitamin B12 (synthetic).
Eventually Cahill’s career took him to
Dallas, Texas, to join the Hoechst Celanese
Corp. He and his wife spent almost 40 years in
the suburbs of Dallas. After retiring, he taught
industrial marketing at the University of Dallas
for 12 years.
Always with the desire to improve himself,
he enrolled in graduate school for music. He
was a talented pianist. Music was an area he
was able to share with others during his last
days in a retirement community.
Cahill was predeceased by his wife of nearly
60 years, Margaret. He is survived by two
daughters and four grandchildren.
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Gene A. Brucker *54

Bilsel H. Alisbah *63

W. Barry Nixon *60

Virgil V. McKenna *67

Gene Brucker, professor of history emeritus at
the University of California, Berkeley, died July
9, 2017, at the age of 92.
He graduated from the University of Illinois
in 1947, and earned a Ph.D. in history from
Princeton in 1954. That year Brucker went to
Berkeley, and he taught there until he retired in
1991. He was very active in his department and
was chair from 1969 to 1972. Brucker was also
chair of the Berkeley division of the academic
senate from 1984 to 1986.
Brucker was a specialist in early modern
European history. He published more than
30 articles and essays and wrote 11 books,
including Florentine Politics and Society,
1343-1378 and The Civic World of Renaissance
Florence. A colleague wrote that Brucker “was
much more than a scholar — he was a citizen of
the university.”
Brucker made efforts to add more women
faculty members to the history department
when he was its chair. His daughter, Wendy,
said her father “was a very quiet, very humble
man, considering his very distinguished
accomplishments.” She added that he was
unerringly polite and would go above and beyond
to help students in their professional careers.
He is survived by a son and two daughters.

Barry Nixon, who as a test pilot pursued highlevel aeronautical research on Princeton’s
Forrestal campus, died peacefully Aug. 22,
2017, at age 87.
Nixon graduated from Yale with a bachelor
of engineering degree in 1952 and earned a
master’s degree in aeronautical engineering
from Princeton in 1960. Until retiring in 1985,
he was a flight research pilot and corporate
pilot/airport manager at the Flight Research
Laboratory at the Forrestal Airport of
Princeton University.
His primary research efforts involved
aircraft-handling qualities. He flight-tested
experimental aircraft, such as the Goodyear
rubber airplane, a gyrocopter, and air-cushion
vehicles known as GEMS (ground-effect
machines). Nixon represented a bygone era,
when the School of Engineering and Applied
Science conducted high-level aeronautical
research on the Forrestal campus. He
concurrently spent 30 years of active and
reserve service and retired as a captain in the
Naval Reserve.
Born in Woodbury, N.J., Nixon resided in
Lawrenceville for 56 years. He was also a smallplane commercial airline pilot operating out
of Princeton Airport. In retirement, he took up
hot-air ballooning full time with his family and
friends, traveling to many balloon rallies.
Nixon is survived by his wife of 65 years,
Marian; four children; five grandchildren; and
six great-grandchildren.

Bilsel Alisbah, who worked at the World Bank
for 30 years, died of cancer July 2, 2017. He
was 79.
Born in Turkey, he spent his first 15 years
there and in Switzerland with his parents until
he arrived in Princeton, N.J., with fluency
only in Turkish and German. Nonetheless,
he managed to graduate at the top of his class
from Princeton High School, a position he also
achieved when graduating from the University
of Pennsylvania in 1959.
He then earned an MPA degree from
Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School in 1961
and a master’s in economics in 1963. The World
Bank recruited Alisbah, and he was employed
there for 30 years. While there, he worked
with Indira Gandhi in India and leaders of
various West African nations. He became vice
president of personnel.
After retiring from the World Bank in 1993,
he moved to Turkey and became the director
of the Central Bank. He then was the chief
economic adviser to the prime minister, Tansu
Çiller. Later, he taught at Bilkent University in
Ankara before returning to the United States.
Alisbah is survived by his wife of more than
52 years, Lorenda; four children; and
five grandchildren.

Virgil McKenna, professor of psychology
emeritus at the College of William and
Mary, died Aug. 2, 2017, after a brief illness.
He was 82.
McKenna graduated from William and
Mary in 1957 and earned a master’s degree
from Swarthmore in 1959. He earned a Ph.D. in
psychology from Princeton in 1967. McKenna
had returned to William and Mary and began
his teaching career there in 1962.
Aside from being a popular lecturer,
he conducted research in many areas of
psychological development and perception. He
did work for NASA, the Center for Population
Research, the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, and the
Virginia Department of Behavioral Health
& Development Services. He co-authored
Introductory Psychology: Readings for Discussion
(1980), and received many honors for his
academic work.
A lifelong lover of dogs and horses, he
also had a great love for William and Mary
(past and present), following its sports teams,
any news of the college, and always having a
considered opinion on any matter concerning
his alma mater.
McKenna is survived by his wife of 59
years, Willafay; two children; and one
granddaughter.
Graduate memorials are prepared by
the APGA.
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Classifieds
For Rent

Europe
Rome: Bright, elegant apartment. Marvelous
beamed ceilings. Antiques. Walk to Spanish
Steps, Trevi Fountain. 609-683-3813, gam1@
comcast.net

Paris, Left Bank: Elegant apartment off

Seine in 6th. Short walk to Louvre, Notre
Dame. 609-924-7520, gam1@comcast.net

Paris, Marais: Elegant, 2 bedroom, 2 bath

apartment, vibrant Pompidou museum/
sidewalk café quarter on 13c pedestrian street,
full kitchen, w/d, AC, cable. desaix@verizon.
net, 212-473-9472.

France, Paris–Marais: Exquisite, sunny,

quiet one-bedroom apartment behind Place des
Vosges. King-size bed, living/dining room, six
chairs, full kitchen, washer, dryer, weekly maid
service, WiFi, $1350 weekly. max@gwu.edu

Ile St-Louis: Elegant, spacious, top floor,
skylighted apartment, gorgeous views
overlooking the Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4, 2
baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
WiFi. 678-232-8444. triff@mindspring.com
Italy/Todi: Luxurious 8BR, 7.5BA villa,

amazing views, infinity pool, olives, lavender,
grapes, vegetable garden, housekeeper,
A/C, Wi-Fi. Discount — Princetonians.
Photos/prices/availability: 914-320-2865.
MarilynGasparini@aol.com, p’11.

Paris, Tuileries Gardens: Beautifully-

appointed, spacious, 1BR queen, 6th floor,
elevator, concierge. karin.demorest@gmail.
com, w*49.

Nice, France Promenade-des-Anglais:

Spacious renovated 2BR/2.5BA apartment.
Secured parking. WiFi. www.nicehomesitting.
com/splendid-flat-panoramic-view, k’91,’92.

Paris 7th: Fifth floor, quiet, studio sleeps 3.
Balcony. View Eiffel Tower. www.parisgrenelle.
com, 207-752-0285.
England, Cotswolds: 3BR stone cottage,

quiet country village near Broadway and
Stratford-upon-Avon. Information: www.
pottersfarmcottage.com, availability:
pottersfarmcottage@msn.com

North Africa
Stunning, luxurious Marrakech Villa,

5BR, 5BA, all modcons. Indoor outdoor pools,
superb garden. Full-time staff including cook,
additional services upon request.
www.villashiraz.com, p’01.

Paris. Neighbors: Louvre Musée, Opéra, Place
Vendôme (Ritz). Studio sleeps 2. Length stay
fixes terms. Former Naval attaché’s apartment.
apower7@icloud.com, 831-521-7155, w’49.
Near Bordeaux, cottage in historic

village with outdoor market, restaurants,
cozyholidayrentals.com

Provence: Delightful five-bedroom stone

farmhouse, facing Roman theater. Pool, WiFi.
860-672-6608. www.Frenchfarmhouse.com

Stunning Paris apartments with original

period details in all the best locations! Bac/
St. Germain, Rivoli, Luxembourg Gardens,
Rive Gauche, Odeon, Upper Marais: high end
renovations and amenities, 1–3BR, 1–2.5BA.
917-746-8056, contact@56Paris.com

Côte d’Azur: 2BR apartment, spectacular
view of Mediterranean: sites.williams.edu/
slogan2, slogan2@williams.edu, s’73, p’11, p’15.
Paris, South Pigalle: Bright, spacious (600

sq ft) 1BR (queen). Fully-equipped kitchen, rain
shower, washer/dryer, WiFi, TV. 2-floor walkup,
19th c. building, exposed beams. Sleeper sofa
available. « SoPi » is the new Marais! k’54,
k’80, k’92. linda.eglin.mayer@orange.fr

France, Dordogne-Lot Valley. Dream

house. Mythic village. Couples, families.
Wonderful restaurants, markets, vineyards,
bicycling, swimming. (Alumni Discount).
maisonsouthernfrance.com, 617-608-1404.

Tuscany: Elegant 17c. villa in Cortona
for 10. Privacy, views, pool, olive groves,
vineyards. 805-682-2386, www.CortonaAIR.
com

Paris Marais: Gorgeous apartment, 1600’s,

Caribbean
Bahamas, Eleuthera. Beachfront villa, 4BR,

5BA, swim, snorkel, fish. www.heronhill.net

Mexico
Moon Palace Cancun, Mexico all-inclusive

(including alcohol) 1BR, 1BA, jacuzzi, golf
& spa resort $3000/week, $450/day. Ken
Duldulao ’95. 973-668-9678, 813-393-7331,
airesortvideos.com/moon-palace-golf-sparesort/, www.moonpalacecancun.com/en-us

Have a fabulous
second home to rent?

Advertise it in PAW where you will reach readers
that will treat your home as their own!
Contact Colleen Finnegan
cfinnega@princeton.edu
609-258-4886

United States Northeast
Wellfleet: 4BR beachfront cottage,

spectacular views overlooking Cape Cod
National Seashore, walk to town. 610-745-5873,
warrenst@aol.com, ’84, s’86.

Northeast Kingdom of Vermont,
Craftsbury: Charming Zen-spirited

cottage for 2 on 30 acres. Stunning views!
Relax, hike, bike. Scull and ski at nearby
Craftsbury Outdoor Center. Outstanding
local food/beverage culture. $150/night
(2 night minimum), $30 cleaning fee.
Dickinson.x.miller@ampf.com, ’75.

Nantucket Shimmo: 5 bedrooms, 3 baths.
Harbor view. www.weneedavacation.com/
Nantucket/Shimmo-Vacation-Rental-12324
for pictures, rates, availability. TedBent@
earthlink.net, ’66.
Stone Harbor, NJ: Beachfront, 4BR,

upscale. 570-287-7191, VRBO.com #235754,
radams150@aol.com

elegant, comfortable, W/D, central A/C,
quiet courtyard, walk to most major tourist
attractions. Full concierge services. Long or
short term. Jim, www.ourhomeinparis.com,
404-216-6217.

Nantucket Oceanfront: Charming,
antique-filled cottage on five acre oceanfront
estate. Sleeps six comfortably. $4,600–$7,000
weekly, May–October. phoey63@comcast.net
for details/pictures. ’63.

Dordogne, Family Compound sleeps

Downeast Maine: fully renovated

10–18. Charming location, breathtaking
views, large heated pool. Recently renovated,
updated kitchen/baths. Available weekly June–
September. www.simply-perigord.com/rou32018, call Karen +33553545431. ’77.

lakeside summer retreat, sleeps eight, www.
camptaqanan.com, ’68.

NYC: Fully furnished 1BR luxury condo, block

from Central Park. pager1990@gmail.com, ’85.
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Nantucket, Dionis: 3BR, 2BA, decks, views,
beach. rainbowmoors.shutterfly.com, 530-5747731. doctorpaula@comcast.net, ’66, p’86.
Brooksville, ME- House and cottage:
spectacular views of the Camden Hills from
across the Penobscot Bay in Brooksville, access
to Walker Pond for swimming and canoeing.
Seasonal or monthly contact 505Herrick@
gmail.com, k’83.
Chatham, Cape Cod: Stage Island jewel,
4BR, 4BA, unique location with spectacular
270° ocean views, dune walk to the beach.
Available May–October. Contact susanne@
wamsler.us for details and pictures, ’83.

NYC Summer Sublet: Charming PreWar 3 BR Apartment. 24/hr doorman,

ground floor, 2 full baths, living room, dining
room, spacious kitchen, W/D. Available June
20–August 31; $7800 per month — 4-week
minimum (includes housekeeping and utilities).
sternberg@princeton.edu; 917-664-1502.

Maine: Acadia National Park; Bar Harbor/
Ellsworth area. Lakefront cottage, kayaks,
canoe. $800/wk. 207-671-2726. Sandraquine@
yahoo.com, www.homeaway.com/vacationrental/p935265

United States West
Big Sky Montana: Charming 4 BR log home
on 20 acres beautifully furnished, spectacular
views, Big Sky sunsets, skiing, hiking,
fishing and golfing within 5 minutes. Close
to Yellowstone National Park and Bozeman.
Enjoyment all 4 seasons. 610-225-3286.
janegriffith655@gmail.com, s’67.

Newfoundland and Labrador.

Lighthouses, puffins and whales. UNESCO
World Heritage sites, abundant wildlife, awardwinning local hosts. Escorted week-long, gentle
adventures featuring people of the sea, wild days
and comfortable hotels. Wildland Tours, 1-888615-8279. www.wildlands.com

Asia, India, Africa: Private Custom Tours.

www.GoldenFishTravels.com, 914-763-6321, ’66.

Real Estate for Sale

Arizona: Scottsdale, Paradise Valley, Phoenix
and Carefree. Houses, condos and lots. Rox
Stewart ’63, Russ Lyon Sotheby’s International
Realty. 602-316-6504. E-mail: rox.stewart@
russlyon.com

PhOeNix MetrO
real estate
Luxury reLocation
Vacation inVestment

Natascha OvaNdO-Karadsheh ’92
associate Broker/Owner

602-909-4995
NataschaK@KOrPrOPerties.cOM
search aZ homes at KOrPrOPerties.cOM

Gorham, NH. Skiing/Hiking White
Mountains trails 15 minutes away. 3BR, 1BA
cozy vacation home! Freshly painted, large
open kitchen, 2 car garage, quiet neighborhood.
Walking trails nearby. $69,900. maria@
weygandtmetzler.com, p*14.

Park City/Deer Valley, Utah: 3 BR ski-out
condominium in Upper Deer Valley. Newly
remodeled, hot tub, beautiful views, available
all seasons. Reasonable rates. 937-825-4137 or
pjkolodzik@aol.com, p’12.

Tours/Expeditions

Fly to Antarctica: Yacht based trip – 14 days.
Active Researcher onboard. Princeton alum
run. www.flyantarctica.com

Expert-led cultural tours: archaeology/
food/walking in Britain, Croatia, Greece,
Ireland, Italy and Turkey. Gulet cruises and
charters. www.petersommer.com

Princeton Alum Winery: Kingston Family

(’92, ’87, ’62, ’60) invites you to our awardwinning boutique winery in Casablanca, Chile.
princeton@kingstonvineyards.com

CLASSIFIEDS: Link to advertisers’
websites at paw.princeton.edu
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255 Nassau St, Princeton. 23 New,
beautiful 2 & 3Bds/2Bth apartments, rooftop
terrace. www.carnevaleplaza.com

Sell to a tiger!

Whether you are selling your primary residence
or a second home, advertise in PAW.
Contact Colleen Finnegan
cfinnega@princeton.edu
609.258.4886

Residential Loans
Licensed Residential Loan Specialist:
For all your mortgage needs in NJ, PA,
and FL contact Ambika Singh ’15
(NMLS 1541005). Montgomery Mortgage
Solutions (NMLS 19111) is family
owned and operated for over 15 years.
Discount for Princeton affiliates.
908-359-2410, www.montmtg.com, Ambika@montmtg.com

Educational Services

College and Graduate School
Consultant. Allison Baer, Ph.D. (Princeton

’96, Columbia ’03) guides students through
the admissions process. Over 90% of her
students are accepted to one or more of their
top schools! Call 212-874-2424 or visit www.
allisonbaerconsulting.com today.

Investment Opportunities

Cattle/Horse Ranches, Tulsa, OK area:

investments in 10–160 acre luxury residential
development. CherokeeScholar@comcast.net,
sundanceworks.us, ’68.

Positions Available

Executive Assistant. New York —

Sun Valley, Idaho: Beautiful 4BR, 4BA home,
great views! 5 minutes — Ketchum.
bachman.keith@gmail.com, ’85.

Condominiums, Investment Properties. Travel
and Leisure #1 City in the U.S. 2017. George
Buell ’79. Carolina One Real Estate. 843-8343330. George.Buell@CarolinaOne.com

ƻǋÞŘOsǼŸŘĵŘ_ŎǋĨ
˦ˤNĶsɚsĶŘ_ĵŘsʰƻǋÞŘOsǼŸŘ
ËÞǣǼŸǋÞOǊsǣǼŸǋǼÞŸŘ
ɟsŘ_ɴōsǋĨŸɚÞǼʊ
Ÿʳ˥˟˨ʳ˨ˡˠʳˡ˥˟˟ʿŎʳ˥˟˨ʳˡ˟ˢʳˠˠˣˣ
ɠŎsǋĨŸɚÞǼʊ˔¶ĶŸǋÞŘÞĶǣŸŘʳOŸŎ

glorianilson.com

Isle au Haut, Maine: 23 wooded acres with
700' shoreline frontage and additional 140
acres to Mt. Champlain. Unparalleled views.
William Landers ’55, srednal.rj.43@gmail.com,
617-497-0957.

Real Estate for Sale/For Rent
Charleston, SC: Beachfront Getaways,
Historic Downtown Homes, Luxury

Highly intelligent, resourceful individual
with exceptional communication skills and
organizational ability needed to support a
busy executive. Primary responsibilities
include coordinating a complex schedule,
assisting with travel, and providing general
office help in a fast-paced, dynamic
environment. An active approach to problemsolving is essential. Prior experience assisting
a high-level executive a plus. We offer a casual
atmosphere in a beautiful space, working
as part of an extraordinary group of gifted,
interesting individuals. This is a full-time
position with excellent compensation and
benefits, as well as significant upside potential
and management possibilities. Please email
your resume and cover letter to hlparecruit@
gmail.com. Please note that, due to the high
number of respondents, we will unfortunately
be unable to reply to every inquiry.
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“THE STORM OF
THE CENTURY”
Far left:
roommates, from
left, Achilles
Natsis ’94, Kevin
Bowers ’94, and
Nicholas Lee ’94
with their igloo
outside Henry Hall;
top: University
grounds-crew
members head
off to dig out the
campus; left: cars
in various stages
of shoveling.

The Blizzard of
Spring Break
John S. Weeren

March was more lion than lamb in 1993
when, on March 13, the eastern United
States was battered by a blizzard that the
head of the National Weather Service
called “the storm of the century.” Frigid
temperatures, violent winds, and heavy
snowfalls claimed scores of lives and
disrupted countless others from Florida
to Maine.
In New York, one newspaper
reported, “drifts turned to icebergs that
trapped parked cars and left Manhattan
looking like a modern-day glacier.”
In Philadelphia, another wrote, “The
emerging buds of early crocus and tulips
were buried under mounds of ice-laden
snow,” thanks to a storm that “set a slew
of local weather records: most snowfall
ever for a 24-hour period in March — 12
inches; lowest temperature for March —
17 degrees; strongest wind recorded —
66 mile-an-hour gusts.”
In Princeton, there was a run on
shovels. As one shopkeeper lamented,
“I could have been basking in Puerto
Rico in the sun if I could have sold all
the shovels I had requests for.” Many
students shared his frustration, but for a
different reason.
The blizzard struck on Saturday, the
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outset of spring break, stranding
some on campus and others en route
to their destinations. One group of
sophomores, attempting to fly to
Acapulco, was trapped on Kennedy
Airport’s tarmac for five hours
before spending a restless night on
the unforgiving furniture and floor
of a terminal. Another group of
undergraduates fared only slightly
better when their flights from Newark
International Airport were canceled.
They attempted to return to Princeton,
but in the face of snowdrifts, abandoned
cars, and, ultimately, state-ordered road
closures, their shuttle driver could make
it no farther than Jamesburg, obliging
them to hole up in a Holiday Inn.
On campus, workers, supported by
40 snowplows, toiled around the clock
to clear walkways and parking lots; many
slept in McCosh Health Center. A week
later, winter officially ended, but the
University remained blanketed in snow,
prompting The Daily Princetonian to ask a
one-word question: “Spring?”
John S. Weeren is founding director of
Princeton Writes and a former assistant
University archivist.

Photos: Princeton University Archives/Larry DuPraz Digital Archives: Edwin Park /The Daily Princetonian (igloo); Princeton Weekly Bulletin

That Was Then: March 1993

UNFORGETTABLE
PRINCETON

Your support makes it possible.

This year’s Annual Giving campaign ends on June 30, 2018. To contribute by credit card, or for more information please call the gift line at
800-258-5421 (outside the US, 609-258-3373), or visit www.princeton.edu/ag.

Denise Applewhite

That moment you gave to
the next generation.

Investing since 2016

Quantum Circuits, Inc.
(founded by Professor Robert Schoelkopf ’86)

Overtime
(founded by serial entrepreneur Dan Porter ’88)

• Fitz Gate was first institutional investor
in February 2017; followed by Sequoia,
Canaan and Tribeca in November 2017

• Fitz Gate invested in January 2017; followed
by Andreessen Horowitz and Kevin Durant
in December 2017

• QCI is building the first general purpose
quantum computer which will be millions
of times faster than existing technology

• Overtime is a digital sports network for
non-professional sports whose videos have
already been viewed nearly 1 billion times

See our other portfolio companies at www.fitzgate.com

Are you an alum, faculty member or current student who is
part of a startup that is looking for venture capital?

Fitz Gate Ventures wants to speak with you!
To learn more and see our investments and the faculty and alumni
who are “Friends of Fitz,” visit www.fitzgate.com
Fitz Gate’s second fund
will begin accepting investors
later in 2018. If interested
please email us because we
are allocating a portion of
the fund specifically for
alumni investors.
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Reach us here
Jim Cohen ’86
Jim@FitzGate.com
Mark Poag ’93
Mark@FitzGate.com
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